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Preface

,

A good measure of success for a demonstration project is its ability

to evolve in light of'its.experience. Change is a necessary condition for

growth. A project which ends exactly the way it began.either received its

pfan from God or is denying its experience. The Unii7erpity of Colorado
.

Medical Center Child Care Project changed tremendously. We have tried .td

describe the changes candidly, addressing the reasons why things happened

th &way 04ey did.

The authors of this report joined the Project in its second year and

were not involved in writing either first or second year proposals. We also

were not directly involved with the administration of the, Child Care Center.

Our historical observations were made at a distance; which at once increased

.,our objecti-Vity and decreased our information, Our comments were based on
..-

what. documents survived (such as minutes of Child, Care Center staff meetings,

Advisory Board meetings and parent meetings; outside evaluation reports;

memos; letters; etc.) and interviews with a few former staff fiembers. Of
IF,

more 'recent events, we have written from our individual cpllective experience.

We would like to express our gratitude to all past members of the Child

Care Project, staff for helping,, each 'in his own way, to accomplish the goals

of the Project. Current staff has made invaluable contributions to this report:

Ms. Mary Van Vladk was primary author on Chapter 5; Ms. Constance Artzer,

Chapter 3; and Dr. Ramon Blatt, Chapter 2. Van Vlack and Blatt shared respon-

sibility forChapters 1 and 4, and they were assisted by Ms. Catherilp Carpenter

on Chapter 6; Carpenter served adm,i.rably as copy editor and_worked on back-
, -4
ground research; Ms. Mary Blossom prepared figures and assisted-with copy

preparation; and ils. Roxanne Hines typed virtually every page. Everyone read

and commented on the report prjor to final typing.

4.

Child Care Project Staff

Denver, 1975
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Origins

- The University of Colorado Medical Center Child Care Project began in

the fall of 1971 as a sub-committee of the Medical Center' Women's Association

Th# Women's Association desired the University to sponsor an on-campus day

care facility for the children of employees, students, and faculty. During

the plueess of seeking financial and philosophical support for their pro-
.,

posal, the original sub - committee became the Steering Committee for Child

Care. Dr. Jane Chapman? one of the Steering Committee, suggested applying

for research and demonstration funds from the Office of Child Development

(O6). This' action required changing the Committee's focus from providing

direct services for Medical Center personnel to researching a child-care

system which/had wider applicability. .

A1tnough the Committee viewed a change in focus as a possibly undesirable

compromise, they decided to make application for OCD funds.
1

Project Goals

By means of surveys and group meetings the SteeringCommittee established

a list of need e-and concerns of potential child care facilit users. Parents

expressed concern about several issues in addition to quality of day care

services: criteria for evaluating prospective child care acilities were
\

elusive to many parents, cnild care and child-oriented s rvices were often

difficult to locate, facilities were sometimes relatively inaccessible, and

in some cases child care providers, could not find substitute caregivers when

they were unable to care for the children themselves.
I

'Committee members were convinc d that a day care center, by itself,

would not be appropriate to meet th varied needs which employees and

students had expressed. Inasmuch as the ethnic and socio-economic makeup

of the Medtca.Genter population paralleled that of metropolitan Denver, the
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Committee believed that the issues raised by Medical Center personnel

reflected regional, if not national,needs. Theprogram which, when funded,

became the Child Care Project, was designed to address the individuality

of each family's needs both initialiy, when the need for child care was

expressed, and subsequently, when special needs arose-after child care had

been Obtained.
2

f

Tke.goals of the Child Care Project were to investigate and demonstrate

a group of interrelated programs for meeting thecomplex and variable child-
,
related needs of Medical Center employees, staff, and. students. Components

. of the Project were to include three direct service programs, a counseling

and referral office, and an advisory board. The hub of the direct service
4

model was to be the Child Care Center which would prOvide training progra ms

and access to flirther resources in addition to direct care for children, ages

2 1/2 to 6. , Affiliated with the Center would be the School-Age Program,

offering care for older children after school and during,the siimmers,' and

the Family Home Care Program which would provide training and support for

,day care mothers and develop day care homes as additional child care re-

sources, The Counseling-Coordination Office would counsel families regarding

child care and related issues and assist tnem in finding services to fit

their needs. The Advisory Board, whose members would:include interested

Medical Center employees, students, parents, and some Project staff members,

would not be a governing board but a channel through,which Its members

could contribute information, ideas, and opinions to the Project administration.

Not only was the Project supposed to investigate and demOnstrate all of these

components, but it was to tie all of them in with one another so that each ,

was to enhance others' capacities to do theslx jobs effectively.

The demonstration model was to be both "comprehensive" and "coordinated."

Not only should a family be able to choose from a variety of types of child

care settings (e.g., centers, preschools, day care homes), but they should

be able to choose krom several settings of a given type in-order to match

their family's values, expectations, and needs. Access to health, educational

and social/psychological services should also be available to both families

4
7

i)
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and caregivers through the model system. Furthermore, the model should

substantially reduce the fragmentation of services often experienced by

parents in their search for.appropriatechild care and child-welfare

services.

In proposing the model program, Project staff were philosophically-
committed to a dynamic system. Model components were/expected' to be re-'

sponsive to on-going internal eihaluation, independent butsiai-evaluation,
-

indi'vidual parent consumes, and the Advisory Board,composed'-of both

parents'and Medical Center professionals.
a

r
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Chapter 2
. .0

The Child Care, Center

The original model service delivery` system intended to develop a number

pf unique elements which would promote comprehensiveness and,coordination.
3

The Child Care Center program, staff, and facilities were designed to'provide

much more'than "just day care." The model programs were meant to he "model"

in the sense of "a small version of a larger system to be built later. " ,

"Model can also be used to mean "ideal for purposes of comparison." In

establishing the administrative structure, in seeking a variety of kinds of

caregivers, in setting up a training program for these caregivers, in pro-

gramming daily activities, in developing the physical space for 'the Center

facility, in giving parents an opportunity to be involved in their chiAren's

day care experiences,and in making special services easily available, the

Child Care Center was to be "model" in both senses.

Administrative Structure

. Probably the strongest influence on the development of the Center program,

as well as on the entire Project, were_personnel selection.and deployment
.

within an administrative structure. During the two years of Center operation
A

the Project Director imposed four different administrative structures on

Project staff. Three changes involved different center directors. -The

initial structure is diagrammed in Figure 1.

The Projct Director, Dr.''Jane Chapman, served on a part -tit9e basis,

maintaining her duties at the JOhn.F. Kennedy Child Development Center of

the Medical Center. 'Beginning in August, 1972, Ms. Fern Portnoy, Child Care.

Center Director, was responsible for designing the child care programs,'

selecting equipment, overseeing remodeling of the facilities and hiring

the'child care workers. Head child care workers were intended to have the

primary responsibility for day-to-day operation of the center, but'paients'

and staff frequently by-passed the head child care workers.

*

.-
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In, January Chapman redefined administratives.jobs and,changed job

titles in an effort to eliminate an erosion of therhead child care'

workers' authority. The Head Child Care Workers, Ms. Naomi Graham and Mr: .

Phil Be1yer,were retitled Assistant Directors of In-Center Cire. The Family

Home Care Coordinator, Ms. Charlotte Hebeler, wasretitled at the same

level: Assistant Director of Family Home Care. These people operated their
-

respective programs and were responsible to Portnoy; whose new position

title was now Director of Child Care Programs. Portnpy was directed to

focUs op the evaluation of both the Center and home care programs. Dr.

Dui Barnes, the Coordinator of the Counseling- Coordination Office, similarly
-

was instructed to leave daily counseling activities to his assistant and

focus on systems evaluation. Although his title was not changed at this

time, his new,ddtiesincluded collaboration with.Portnoy on evaluatitn

procedures. The "non-professional" prefix was dropped from the child

care worker title, since several persons felt it Co be demeaning. Figure
..

2` reflects these changes.

This restructuring did not prevent the-feeling amongchild care workers ,

.that Graham and Beyer were not really in charge of the Center. The Assistant

Directors would make a decision one, day and change it a few days later after

a meeting with evalliaVton staff, yhich included the Project Director. To

;child care workers, Chapman was "the ghost in the corner;" who, although

seldom present, ultimately made all the decisions. The scism between

evaluation and service delivery became even wider as evaluators became less"

involved with deli'very of service and interfered with deliliery styles in

the name of evaluation.

The January, 1973, structure contained a second problem: the relation-
.

ship between the Coordinator of the,Counseling-Coordination Office and the

Director of ChilCare Programs was not clearly defined. In the absence of

clear definitions the administrative climate supported an attitude of "that's

not my job" which pervaded the Project. Chapman placed heavy emphasis on

individual job descriptions and personal responsibility. Her confronting

style was perceived by some staff as blaming. It was not uncommon that,

to avoid."blame," staff would seek refuge in any ambiguity in their nob

description. Retreat,.of course, provoked an even more vigorous confron-

tation with Chapman.
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The OCD site visit of May, 1973, provided the catalyst fOr another

adminislrative reorganization. Paitly because Chapman was not able to

devote 100%,of her time to the Project,-partly because the relationship

between the two evaluation positions was ill defined, partly because OCD
. .

wanted less Project'energy devoted to the Center, administrative duties

. were shuffled in June, the second time-in less than a year (Figure 3).

Barnes became responsible for all Project fundtiOling, reporting to

Chapman. Portnoy was moved out of the Center into the Counselling-Coordination

Office with Hebeler taking a-coordinative'position over the ever-growing

(--
direct services components. One of the child care workers became Director

. 4.
.

of the- School -Age Program in June, and a new direbtor of the Family Home

Care Program was-hired in August.
.40

-The major effect of 'these Moves was to confuse the child card workers
; -

in regard to "who their bOss was." 'Meanwhile, Graham and Beyer, who were

originally hired to be role :models for child date workers, were removed even

further from contact with children. Even, though Barnes devoted 100% of his

time to the PAject",Center personnel still believed "the buck stopped"

with Chapman; Center staff were now one step farther from the perceived real

authority.

Between J , 1973, and,Febrhary, '1974, frustratidn continued to grow,

for child ca e Aorkers and the co-directors. Beyer resigned in September,

1973, submitting a long letter outlining his philosophy of child care'and

giving instances of his disappointment with child care workers.' GrahaM,

wno took sole responsibility for running the Center when Beyer resigned, was

in i classic double bind: her expertise was with childen but she was re-:

quired to do paperwork and be the interface between the child care workers

and the evaluators. She could not pleast anyOne, including herself. Graham

resigned at the end of FebriSry; 1974: after a great deal of bitter feuding

with other administrative staff.oround'the'issge of "job description."

During all( this time the turnover of child care workers was high.

Fourteen had come and gone in fhp first 18,months of Center operation.

(The normal number of child Care workers was seven.) Child care workers

seemed not to trust the administration: :They were told' that their jobs were

the.beginning of a "career ladder" in child dare, bui;d:n rea0ty,there.was

r-

"r

.) u 1)-11 1
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nowhere' to go: they were, already making a highA wage than most center

directors in the Denver area. They were well-paid'in relation to other

child care providers, but they felt poorly paid in relation to other

Project staff; child care workers received $5,000 .per year while the Center

Director received $14,000. They were to be given training in child cares

but training consisted primarily of lectures and exhortation,eyen though '

child care workers were not, for the most part, academic'ally inclined. , They

needed strong leadership, but they observed a lack of decisirness; the

choice between "learning centers" and "home-base rooms" was not resolved for

over a yearA
4

Salary, training, and leadership contributed to child care worker's-
.

distrust, but "job security" wasonore important. In December, 1972, to

child care workers had been dismissed and one suspended because of problems

with their attendance angattitudes. Feel4gs ran high: Why was one sus-

pended and4ins.other two fired? What'were the real reasons?:'Whor4ill be*

next? Child care workers sought comfort with care orkers: Adminis-
0,

trators stuck together. This stimulated the growth of Oferke/they,yorkers/
...

administrators, service peoplelevaludtion people malignancy that plagued

''''''''the Center until March, 1974. This cancer Was fed by virtually every

enooun r child. care workers had with administrative staff.

By MarCh, 1974, when a new Center director was hired, the emotional

milieu at the Center w

an end; almost all the

ones hired; there was

structure was, changed

as different. The evaluation program was nearly, at

"old" child care workers were gene and nevxperienced

talk of closing the Center; and*th;e-gdministrative

again (Figure 4). ,Bach of the program components were

,placed at an equal level, all responsibr to Barnes. The 'cOioqdinative

position occupied by Hebeler was dives'ed 41 its administrative function

to allow greater concentration, on the delivery of specialServices. This

structure. remained essentially uncha
/

red (except for.some,personnel changes)

until the Center was closed in August, 1974. During this eime, the Center

ran smoothly.,

Many of thel'ailures, the sh rtcomipgs, ble.disappointments at the Center,

or thrqughout the Projeci, could be attributed' to individual inabilities, but

we are persuaded of ,the importa ce of looking beyotYci blame. CertainkY,

N.

\
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everyone had their own problems and interpersonal styles which occasionally

interfered with their work, but we believe that most orthe problems we

encountered would have occurred no matter who was in which position. The

.problems lay more in the init al goals of the Project and in the administrative

structures implemented to a ieve those goals.

The Project was characterized from the beginning by an excessive

verticality and an overVhelming numbervof administrators, which was most

apparent in the Center progrAm. In retrospec t, the solution to problems

arising from inability to make decisions lies in diminishing the number

of'Idministrative persons and expanding their authority, not in sharpening

definiti9ns of responsibilities of a growing body 'of administrators. Vertical

administrative structures seem to give people more responsibility than

authority; Authority must be consonant with responsibility.

1

Personnel Selection and Training

Chapman and Portnoy hired the two Head Child Care Workers in August,

1972. Head Child Care Workers were in a key position: they were to work

.with children and their parents, be role models for the "non-professional"

child .care workers, see that individualized child care planning was catried

out, and assist the Center Director in planning, implementation, and evaluation

Of.the program. Project staff was committed to giving children experience

with caregivers of both sexes, of many ethnic origins, and of various,ages; Ms.

Naomi Graham and Mr. Phil Beyer, met these goals for diversity. Graham was

Black, femj4le, and had experience as a mother and a Head Start aide. She

brought'wilh her a humanistic, experiential mode of relating to chiltiret.

Beyer was Anglo, male, and had just completed a traineeship 'in child

development. His skills were more in the area of structural programing

for learning. The complementation of skills seemed ideal.

The two Head Child Care Workers and the Center Director selected the

non-professional .child care-workers (as they were called at that time).
t .

Crucial considerations used in hiring child care workers, in addition to

maximizing heterogeniety, were an expressed "interest in a career in child

care" and a "Minimum of experience,4 formal college-level education."

(November Report, p.46) The implied message 'was that by hiring child care

workers with.no previous biasesabout child caste they could be trained to do
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things the "right way."
ti

Head Child Care Woikers ancthe Center Director judged applicants on

the basis of 12 attributes:

1. diillingness to work with and be responsive to
parents,
Expressed comfort or successful experience in.
working with all ethnic and racial groups,

3. Motivation for training,
4. Desire for or proven commitmentto a career

in child care,
5. Warmth,
6. Spontaneity,
7. Flexibility,
8. Access to the child in themselves,
9. Appropriateness as a model for children,

10. Effective communication skills,
11. Liking children, and. ,

12. Ability to perceive oneself more'broadly than
in the role of "teacher."

Staff selected nine child careworkers from a field of fifty-five applicants,

who provided a mix of sex, ethnic origin,, and age.

t The training program immediately ran into difiiculties. Fitting every-

thing inexperienced people needed to know.about taking care of children into
4

a 3-week program_ required rather long hours of rather bookish stuff. Child

care workers had beep selected on the .asis of their,lack of formal education,
.N

.

4A

although most of them were of college age. It seems possible that these

people had2telf-selected out of college because they did not enjoy, or

pernaps.did not do Well, in academic situations. But an acadendic situation

is exactly valet they confronted for 3 weeks before they saw any real Child-

ren. Lectures, seminars, workshopsiand, video tapes strongly resembled

"school." Child care workers, at best, gained a rudimentary knowledge of

,child development and child care. On-going t.raining remaed p necessity.

/

Nap time, just after lunch, seemed to be an ideal time felr in-se r 4 ce

training sessions; sleeping, children do not need intensive supervisi This

Zwworked well for about 3 months, but when one child gave an they a a hair

style, staff decided that closer supervision was necessar After that,

training sessions were split into two groups with one group pL child care

workers supervising children while the other was in training. The

difficulties of split-training sessions should be obvious: someone always

missed something.
I

j Id 0 i 9
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The content of training sessions was determined, in part, by everyday

problems encountered by child care workers, and,in part,by theor tical

concerns of administrative staff. The style of delivery was less well

planned. Presentations were often abstract (even abstruse), always

academic. One of the Head Child Care Workers used to deliver the message,

"You should plan activities more thoroughly," but seldom gave examples of

how to go about it.

If child care workers came away,from the training sessions without

similar ideas of what was expected from them, it wasnot entirely the fault

of the diversity among themselves. The Head Child Care Workers and the

Center Director did not seem to be able to develop a coherent point of view

or philosophy of child care which'they wished to convey. The differences

which seemed so attractively complementary'at the beginning began to appear

threateningly divisive.

Philosophical differences, in.addition to conftsion about whether

children were in "home rooms" or "learning centers," struggles over authority

and responsi4ity, and a multitude of small irritations, contributed to a

rather desultory training-program. Administrative restructuring increased

the distance between Head Child Care Workers and-children; they could not

train throUgh modeling. As they became more involved in "administering,"

their effectiveness as teachers declined; they had less time to plan child

related activities or to give individual attention to child care workers.

Administrative staff and child care workers agreed that the training program

had not worked very well.
f

By the,March, 1974, restructuring of the Project administration it was

virtually certain that the Center, program would-not be continued into the

Project's third_year. "Training" reduced to an occasiqbal.,informal dis

cussion of problems in Center staff meetings. Staff dropped the efaborate

training program in favor of selecting experienced 'child care workers.

Program Changes

Several related program issues emerged at the Center which were never

wellresolved._ These issues appeared to staff as either/or choices and

were often stated in pairs of opposites. The tarliest issue to present a

9
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problem was whether to group children according to age or according too interest

(home room versus learning centers). Closely related to that was the philo-

sophical issue: Do you plan children's activities for them or let them "do

their own thing?" A third issue was more political: Are child care workers

to be educators or to be surrogate mothers? While it should be obvious that

these are not true opposites and that a continuum does not exist between the

poles of the expressions, staff perception, of the issues seemed always to

force them into a dichotomy.

Although the original proposal envisioned a home room form of operation

with children of the same age based together, Graham and Beyer began develop-
,

ing a group of "learning centers." Inasmuch'as there were more Child care

workers than children-during the early months of Center operation the learning

center approach permitted Graham and Beyer more opportunities for demonstrating

appropriate caregiving and interacting styles. As more children were enrolled,

confusion over mode of operation increased. Some staff tenaciously held onto

the learning centers; othersretreated to "their" rooms-with "their" children.

Tne administrative decision to extend the age range to include,2 1/2-year-

olds also had its impact. Staff found planning activities for 3-6 year age

qangedifficult enough, but they were often overwhelmed by the youthfulness

of the'younger children. Integration of 2 1/2-year-olds into group activities

proved too difficult; "home rooms" finally won out.

*
.

Once the learning centers died, however, the'impetus to provide a variety

of planned activities for children seemed to fade. Individual child care'

workers who had previously taken responsibility for partioular learning centers

science) continued to provide those kinds of activities for their child-

ren, but other kinds of activities (e.g., art) were notably lacking for that

group. Child care workers who had not been previously involved in learning

center activities provided little more than loving care and unstructured play.

%ten child care workers found that the training program did not meet

their needs, they fell back on "instinctive" reactions to situations. Lack

of experience with children certainly did not mean a lack of opinions about

.children., There. was an "instinctive drift" to two divergent philosophies:

childrens' experiences must. be structured" versus "children should be free

to do their own thing." The split also seemed to divide child care workers
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along age aines; the younger people favoring the "do their own thing"

approach.
41,

Child care workers at theCenter suffered from one of the major

afflictions of the field of day care in general: There is a strong tendency

in our culture toovWemphasize the teaching of children and under-value

the nuturing of children. (cf.Artzer, 1975). Caregivers who were not by

nature teachers leaned toward more of a "mothering" style of caregiving.

Administrators believed.that this style was inappropriate. Administrative

emphasis ofi_professionWizing child care left many child care workers without

a style with which to relate to children, so they frequently did nothing.

A4.The lapses from ideal prOgramming can-be largely attributed to the lack

of experience of the child care workers in combination with administrative

inattention. (Tne later child care workers, who had all had teaching ZXpelience,

planned a variety of experiences for children with little or no administrative

input.) A great deal of confusion resulted from the stream of changes in

administrative structure. In addition to adapting to changing roles, admin-
.

istrators were responsible for developing yet other aspects of the Project.

The growth of the Project from Steering Committee to total comprehensive'

program was planned to occur in stages during the first yeary If two or

three years had been allowed,it Still might not have been sufficient time.

Just as one program became functional, before it had stabilized, another

- demanded attention. Previously trained child care workers might have been
-

able to handle it, but inexperienced child care workers felt deserted and

alone. Time enough for establishing group norms had not elapsed. Child

care workers had been "trained," but theyhad not been "socialized."

Another program issue which was never well-resolved was related tp

parental involvement. From the beginning, Project philosophy encouraged

parents' participation, offering various kinds of involvement opportunities:

visiting the Center during the day to observe their And, eating lunch

-with their child and his/her group, helping out in. cleaning and decorating

work sessions at the Center, assisting on field trips, attending meeting

addressing parent concerns and topics of interest, browsing through the

pamphlets and books or the toy-lending libr y, and participating in Child

Care Project Advisory Board meetings. Mos parents did not avail themselves
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of these opportunities; a few did. Those who participated in one way,

predictably:,yere the same ones who participated in other ways and were

usually either mothers who did not work or fathers with extremely flexible

hours. A former Child Care Worker offered the opinion that parents who got

involved often felt that their input was not taken seriously enough and

simply de-invested.

Screening, Assessment and Special Services

The Center provided some of.its best services, and some of its worst,

in the
1

area Of individualization of services. The original model called for

every 'child to be given a battery of developmental tests before or upon

entering the.dhild Care Center, followed by other health screenings. Each

child would have a tailor-made program to assist the family with his/her

areas of need. However commendable in spirit, this goal was difficult tO

realize.

With the notable exceptions of the School of Dentistry and the Pediatric

Nurse Practitioner program, Medical Center p ams and personnel were not

available for screening or treatment of Center children. 'There was,considerable

vigor in dental and visual screening shortly after the Center opened when

there were large numbers of children to screen, but after the initial flurry,

screening of neW'children was catch-as-catch-can. (New progiams always

recei'ed a, lot of attention, but little effort was invested in maintaining

programs--there was always another new aspect of the program to develop.)

Developmental assessments of Center children were exhaustive: the'Denver

Developmental Screening Test, the Slosson, the BeeryTest of Visual Motor

Integration,and the California Test of -$ocial competency were administered

by chileCare workers and Center administrative personnel. In addition, CO-

staff obtained an elaborate developmental history in a one -hot 'interview

with parents. These procedures detected one developmental deviatiOn among

seventy-one children. The results did not bolster the sagging pillar of

-strength required to perform these evaluations. A former ChildlCare Worker offered

the opinion, retrospectively, that daily contact with and -observation of the

f
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.children provided more information than the developmental assessment

program, but that the administrative staff did not seem responsive to

requests for special services. The needed resources were often. not

bibeghtin; families were frequently not contacted for routine-followup.

From October, 1973, until Mardi, 1974, Center staff,originated requests

for special services by means of the "problem paper." (For a full description _

2 of problem paper data, see Appendix A.) Of the 72 problems reported in the

Centers 58 (81%) were childfocused problems, 9'(13 %) family focused

problems, and 5 (7%) caregive/JI/settingfocused problems. Childfocused

problems were largely behavior management problems (38/58 66%) with the

remainder related to health and developmental issues (20/58 = 34%). Most

of the problems repprted were resolved immediately (44/58.= 76%), involving

discussion with parents or other staff members. Fourteen problems required

,further action. Hebeler; who became Coordinator of Special Services, was

involed in 10 of these extended action problems. Behavior, health, and

transportation issues contributed three problems each and there was one

caregiver problem. The main difference between these problems and those handled

without Hebeler appeared to be that the former more frequently involved

working with MediCal Center personnel other than Child Care Center person9e1,

e.g., pediatric nurse practitioners,, psychology trainees, and speech, therapists.

Immediate action problems that involved Hebeler were primarily related to

health and behavior problems that child care workers could not handle Viem

selves, often involving a coriference with the child's parent. Frequently.,
.

people would turn problems over to Hebeler because "that was her job," even

though they acknowledged that increasing distance between problem discoverer

and problem solver often decreased.the,probability.of success in resolving
2

the issue. Staff perception and data agee: The position of `Coordinator of

.Special Services seems not to be justified. Problems are more expeditiously

handled by the person who discovers it, if they either have the skill or can

readily obtain advice.

Individualization of services has been difficult to pin down. Many

incidents were.too small to be documented but were beneficial,,to the

children involved. Children going through divorCe.or Aer family trauma

often received extra love and attention in anticipation of development of

problems. Child care workers frequently discovered special talents or

(i
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./

interests of individual children and were able to facilitate their develop-

ment. Successes were made a small step at a time; failures were always

easier to locate. Staff noted that one child was alternately extremely

aggressive without, provocation ana excessively passive. He also stuttered,

repeated sounds, and, sometimes, entire words. These problems persisted for

over two. months, during which time staff discussed different approaches to

his behavior problems. When he became ill and went to a hdspital, the

physician discovered that the child had a brain tumor. No one at the Center

ever suspected that there might have been an organic basis for his behavioral

problems. Staff never suggested that he see a pediatrician.

to

Evaluation

Evaluation at the Center can be differentiated into two categories:

program evaluation, which dealt with how the Center met Project goals in

general, and service evaluation, which dealt with patterns in the delivery

and use of services. Neither quite got off the ground. Center staff found

that providing good care for children and evaluating the process of care-

giving were in conflict. Child care workers opted to take care of children,

leaving Center administrators and CCO staff to take care of evaluation., This

split contr4buted to feelings among child care workers of being second class,

usually misunderstood and unappreciated, always overworked and underpaid.

That child care workers were generally less well- educated than the "research

people" added to thp division. Not only did child care workers. find little

time for keeping records for evaluation purposes, but they also felt inadequately

articulate in comparison with the readers of their records. Both issues are

easily influenced by passive-aggressive responses to hostility. Add to these

ingredients a lack of feedback of results and an administration perceived

as unrespqnsive to child care worker input, and you have a formula guaranteed

to all but'Itop the 4low---af data.

On several occasions, the evaluation staff initiated survey-type program

evaluations.
4

In April, 1973, just prior to the outside evaluation, Project

staff and Center families assessed the degree to which the Center met the

46 _Quality Child Care Settine4Criteria established before the Project began.

Center staff ranked the_ rotiam the highesC (41 of 46 criteria met) parent

O. 5
ti
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consumers next(38/46), and other Project staff third (31/46). While the

more distant_staff may not have been sufficiently familiar with the Center

program to evaluate it correctly, the results are confounded by. the

ibility of a self-serving evaluation by direCtly-involved staff. A second,

open-ended survey of Center parents in May, 1973, recorded 62 positive

comments and 24 negative comments about the Center program. The negative

comments did not cluster in a way to'direct improvements in' the program.

In October, 1973, Chapman initiated another survey of Center parents when'

she became distressed by the "deplorable condition" of the Center's state

of cleanliness. Parents did not share her concern; their responses reflected

satisfaction with the "way things were going."

Each of these surveys tended to reflect the often-made observation that

child care professionals are generally less ;ontent with child care services

than are parent consumers. Perhaps the differences between professionals'

and parents are exaggerated by cognitive dissonance: the parents have

entrusted their child to the program, therefore it must'be OK; the professional

must confront Unmet goals for the pp:Tram, therefore it must not be'OK.

.

Many aspects of parent and chil4,191Aption with Pioject staff invited

evaluation: What do parents talk about with 4.ir child's caregiver and does

this change over a period of time? What special needs are associated with

different family situations? .Do single-parent families use a different.

pattern of services than two-parent families? Answers to these questions;

and others, were to provide the direction for the development of the service

model to serve more effectively the child-related needs of Medical Center

families.

During the first year, service evaluation asked open-ended questions

which required child care workers to write down'the contents of every inter-

action with parents, keep a daily log of observations about each of eight

children, and note the reasons fpr a child's absence, who provided alternate

care, and in what way did the alternate care incur cost to the parents (lost

work, hired a "babysitter," etc.). Paperwork fatigue developed quickly: Parent

Contact Forms
5
decreased in frequency, entries in logs stretched to cover

several'days, and attendance records (also used for billing) showed a general

lack of attention. (This is not'to say that no data came from the Center, but
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that Center data must be interpreted with these biases in mind.) Data

collection during the second year was slightly less diffuse. Staff

concern with internal evaluation proposed several specific hypotheses to

bt tested, restricting data collection to those issues. The requirement for

noting all contacts with parents was dropped,-keeping the logs became a

recommended rather tIon required activity, and illness and absence records
t

wete split from billing records and kept 'only one week per month. Ignoring

previous resistance to keeping open-ended records, evaluation staff requested
et.

child care workers to record "anything that was expressed as a problem"

regafding children, families, and caregivers. The "problem papedialep

provided space for recording follow-through procedures2 if they.bccurred.

_._ Among the areas of conce ;n exgressed by the Optside EValuationteam
.

(May, 19735 was the lack: of an "onlgoing and-effective.internal evaluation

sys0m." This was answered,,In part, by formalizing hypothdses about the
/ -...

use. of Project services. 'Center staff also felt the need for evaluation of

program delivery. The Center Co-Directors, desiring an objective-and de-
.

taened evaluation,"(And, likely, less demand. on their own time) preferred

ft,outside" observers: The childcare workers fearing that "outsiders" would

not be present for enough time to "understand" some of the apparent confusion

at the Center, held out for the Co- Directors performing the evaluation.

Service evaluation reduced to time-sampling-of7behaviqFs performed by the

Co- Ditectors. :They walked aroUnd:the Centeres, notebooks in hand,.peering into

fhe various activity centers an home-base rooms for brief intervals. The

preimiling feeling of the childcare workers was (again) one, of mistrust,

They felt-spied-on. They, feared for'theii jobs. The internll evaluation

4/ of services was dropped. .

Conclusions and Recommendations

The Center suffered:from many problems, most of which can be summed

"sup in one phrase: The-program was over-ambitious. There were too many -

domponents to devep from scratch rn'top short a time. Fewer components

or more time or both would have been appropriate.

A :comprehensive Center program 13 still desirable. Having special
. 4

services easily available to paren4s and chlldreb, devel4ping a'set of

4) l i 1) 2 7
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childcare providers from previously unexperienced persons; involving

parents with their child's day care-experience all are laudable goals.. The
. ,

Center did not accomplish those goals.

Although the Center did, not furnish a model to emulate, it did provide

guidelines for development of future programs, primarily through examples

of what to avoid:

1. Avoid overlapping authority, vertical as well ashorizontal. We

recommend giving a person as much cohtrol as possible over their area. A

person's performance seems to approximate the level of expectation placed on

their .performance. It seems more likely that a person will grow into a

position with expanddd authority if they have fewer authorities above them.

Over-protectiveness stimulates dependency in children or employees.

2. Avoid the title "coordinator." It implies neither res onsibility

nor,authority. Coordination can be better achieved by proper use of vertical.,

organization. The structure in Figure 4 approximates good organization, giet '-

a part-time project director.

3. Avoid part-time project directors. The project, director is often

the only person with a thorough ,conceptualization of the entire project.
9

Interposing a program director between the project director and the rest" of

the staff increases verticafit'y and decreases coordination.

4'. Avoid wide differences in salaries' with no "middle ground"; it en-

hances the tendancy of lower paid employees to feel oppressed.

5. 'Avoid putting development of evaluation prOcedures exclusively in

the hands of administrators. Any inclination towards a split between working

and ruling classes will become more.acutg: A low-paid evaluator working in

, the Center could have reduced passive' aggression in data collection,

6. Avoid geographical divisions along the same lines as any potential

we/they splits; "they" are thereby asier to. identify.

7. Avoid separate,grOupb working towards.separa'te goals; that facilitates

we/they'factioning. Keep superordinate goals.in'sight of all-people at all times.

ATitici'making promises you cannot keep or statements that you may

have to reverse. People always feel cheated if, they get somethirig different ' '

from what they have been 'led to expect.,

40,

4
9



Chapter '3

The Family Home Care Program

Throughout the development of the UCMC Family Home Care Program its

go al has.been to contribute to the Child Care Project's "comprehensive-
/.

coordinated" child care plan - -to help offer many types of child care environ-

ments to the UCMC employee and student. The intent was also to extend the

special services the Medical 'Center community has to offer in areas 'uch as

child de'velopment, speech, nutrition, and psychological counseling to.the

families and children in the family home care setting, as well as the Child

Care Center.

Family Home .Care Program: January, 1973 - August, 1973.

Staff. The Family Home Care Director, Ms. Charlotte Hebeler, was rep-

ponsible for planning and implementing the Family Home Care Program. Hebeler

worked closely with the Gild Care'Center Director and the Counseling-
)

Coordination Office in developing appropriate child care plans for families.

Hebeler's background included a Master's Degree in Community Health Nursing

and active participation in early planning and proposal writing of the UCMC
.

Child,Care Project.

History. The Family Home Care Program was Phased into the Child Carte

Project.'s. Overall systems model in January, 1973. This program, as originally .

planned, would be satellite to the "hub" of all child care programs, the

Center.

"Our original proposal called for recruitment of
-family home care trainees who had-not.previously been in

ily home care and provision of a full-time stipended
t o-month training program for them.' At the completion
of the training program, the Project would offer,assis-
tance and consultation to. these child care workers in
their satellite homes-and refgr consumers from the CCO
to them as appropriate." (Year I Report, p. 48.)

The Project asked day awe mothers to maintain certain d ta, such as atten=

dance and illness forms, etc., in return for being a p4rt.of the training

423-

. ,0002a
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program. Day care mothers participating in the program received a $250

monthly stipend. Four women were 5ecruitqd fr'om the -area surrounding the

Medical Center.

"Recruitment efforts included distributing',1teaflets
in shopping centers in the East Denver area (which brought
six inquiries and one application), news releases to media

"

which involved ten radio stations, four. TV stations and
three newspapers/(which netted thirteen inquiries and one
application), and personal visits to ActionCenters and
licensure agencies. (Year I Report, p. 68.)

t

"Day care mothers brought with them widely variant
attitudes on,discipline (some believe in spanking,,another
looked horrified at the thought) and on what child care
is all about; what it'sfor and what effects it,might
have for a child. But they all enjoyed children, doing
things with them and learning more about them."
(Year I Report, pp. 69-70.)

Daily, full-time training consisted of 8 hours per week in a classroom/

discussion group, .4 hours in individual study sessions and the rest of the

time spent working with child-care workers in the Center (see Appendix B).

The training experiences of the day care mothers were closely related to

the on- 'going training of Center child care workers. The establighment of

a "colleague relationship" between child care workers and family day care

mothers was encouraged. This, however, did not happen. A day care mother

was more of an assistant.to child care workers. We found that child caie

workers and day tare mothers, first, had little time during training to

develop relationships, and second, the two child care environments were very

different from each other; they consequently had little in common. Many

child care workers could not fathom caring for infants--they were more oriented

towards the pre-school age. Day care mothers were perceived to be "babysitters"

by child care workers. Day care mothers were overwhelmed by working with the

large number of children in. the Center.

Ae

Day care mi hers were oriented to child care using the Center as a

vehicle. Tne first year progress report explains:

" ,1/ 0.1
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"The restriction of practicum to. an in- center setting

was not a negative experience even though we had wished

for more breadth. It did sensitize us to emphasizing
differences more definitively in discussions and readings.
Sevgral times during classroom discussions of specific
activities which trainees had carried out with children '

in the Center, they remarked that this could easily be,
done at'home as well." (YearI Report, p. 71.)

After evaluating the first training session, the Project staff de-

cided to broaden the approach to, include ekitting family day care homes

and various community resources as the training ground for the Family

Home Care Program. Recruiting existing.day cake homes into the program

for the second year was planfed in order that the experience and knowledg

day care mothers obtained during the training sessions could be applied

directly to the day care children in their own homes.

Family Home Care Program: August, 1973 - May, 1975.

Philosophy. In administering the Family Home Care Program from August,

1973 tolday, 1975 program staff at that time not only focused on coordinating'

the needs of children and parents in the model but offered resources to the

day care mother. The need for professional identity is great among care-

givers. Day care mothers, particularly because of their isolation in the

day care home, desire more contact with other early childhood educators and

community resources. Consequently., the Project endeavored to make resources

.available to day care mothers to enhance their professional self=image and

to help establish a permanent support system for day care mothers.

Local social service agencies, in general, have not given the stimula-

tion and support needed by day care mothers to ease their .isolation and

raise the seatus'of family home care. Licensing has focused on the. health

and safety aspects of day care homes. The Colorado licensing process en-

tails an application, a fee, physical examinations for the day care mother

and her family, and a brief look at the physical conditions of the home.

However, the quality of the day care home depends upon how a day care mother

. feels about herself, her experiences, and her information about children and

the community. She needs resources. A day care mother is home alone with

13 3 1
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four to six children daily and her loneliness and isolation are predictable.

She needs support. The introduction to family home care should be a "big

deal" from the start -- children are a "big deal." A day care mother's

introduction to operating a day care home will cycle back to the day care

child. Day care mothers should be informed of all aspects of family home

caret good and bad.

. Staff. Iii August, 1973, Hebeler was promoted to another position in

the Project. Following her recommendation, a new Director, Ms. Constance

Artzer, was hired with experience as a former day care mother and a back

ground in community development programs. Artzer was completing her B.A. in

sociology at the time sne was hired. In April, 1974, the Project hired

another full-time staff person, Ms. Jacqueline Hope, to work with Artzer

in planning and carrying out 'ett Fall, 1974 Workshop Support Piogram. Hope

had previous experience as a family day care mother, field worker for a

federally- funded family home care program, and experience working with various

community development projects.

History. A total of 24 day care mothers were recruited during the

second and third years of the Family Home Care Program. Fifteen day care

mothers were, recruited in September, 1973, including the day dare mothers

from the January to August, 1973 Family Home Care Program. Nine more were

recruited in September, 1974. Day care mothers were recruited in zip code

areas, surrounding the University of Colorado Medical Center. These areas of

Denvei include middle- and upper-middle-class neighborhoods. Women were

recruited by means of a newspaper advertisement that read: "Early childhood

day care needed! Women, create a good family day care home for infants and

toddlers and a career for yourself." In one week we received 25 responses.

We followed up each response with an appointment for a home visit to discuss

.the. program. ;lay care homes did not have to be licensed to become a part of

the program,'"butwe encouraged each day care mother to obtain a license.

During the first home visit we asked to tour the day care home but did not

stress looking over the physical aspects of the home; we focused on the in-
.

dividual woman, upon her needs and concerns. The majority of the homes were

very acceptable in our estimation, and any changes to be made in the homes we

felt would come about through peer group discussion in workshops and home

visits by staff_ and day care mother consultants.
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Feedback from day care mothers about this approach was that we were,

perhaps, too vague. We should have spelled out clearly the objectives of

our program. We did not actually say, "We hope you will feel better'about

a yourself--we want these workshops to improve and /or maintain the quality

of your day care home." We planned workshop with this as an unstated theme.

As we lookaBackl it seems we were caught up with each individual workshop
,

and did not maintain an-overview of the program. We realize now that perhaps

we should have been more clear and specific about our goals.

In the '73'75 program we used the ,term "workshops" rather than "training."

In talking with women in their homes, we felt their isolation and; for some,

their sensitivity to being trained. "I don't need training; I've been around

children all my life," or, on the other hand, "I'm learning so much with my

grandchild that I wish I had tulown when'I was bringing up my own." The term'

"workshop" seemed to "straddle the middle" and to be comfortable for day care

mothers. For some it has been training, to others, a time to compare notes

and just talk. For everyone this has been a valuable time to see the reflect

ion of developing identity.

Support Offered to Day Care kothers

Day care mothers in the program had access to several different kinds of

support, including the. CounselingCoordination Office, workshops, home visits,

toylending library, and direct relief.

CounselingCoordination Office.* Parents came to the CCO to find day care

for their children. Information about day care homes or centens(type of program,

location, rates and vacancies, etc.) was kept to share with parents who were

employees and students of the Medical Center. (Sde Chapter 5 for a full

description of CCO function.)

The CCO was a good resource to caregivers in many ways. Day care'homes

in the Medical Center area received children from this referral office. This

office arso helped to stabilize the day care home profession. When CCO staff

talked with parents about their child care needs they tried to stress to

parents the importance of taking time to find the right place. They tried to
,

slow down the scurry of parents who will try to find child care overnight.
a

By doing his the CCO helped to raise the status of child care, making it
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a worthy, 'although timerconsuming task, and, hopefully, a high priority

for parents. Very often day care mothers have had children withdrawn from

their homes-on short notice. CCO staff was frequently able to, counsel iiith

parents about day care mothers' needs, particularly in regard to issues of

routine business consideratipn , such asIon-time payment and,adequate notice

. of termination. Day care moth s called the office to notify the staff of

a vacancy, whether or not the vacancy appeared unexpectedly., a4d seemed to

e enjoy talking-with staff members who understood and would sympathize with

their situations. In addition to the services the ScO offeted, it also

helped day care mothers to undeistand better the meaning and comprehensiveness

of our project.

Workshops. Workshops served a number of purposes includigg enhancing

the feeling of self-confidence and professionalism among day care mothers and,

allowing day care mothers to exchange ideas and share community resources.

The workshop program consisted of four sets of workshops (see Appendix C)

which were plannedin part by day care mothers. The content of the workshops

included such topics as early childhood development, health and safety,

language development, business aspects of a day care home, music, homemade

art activities, and tours of day.care homes and resource centers. Many of

out ideas andmaterials foi the workshop program were borrowed from and exchanged

with other family home.care programs in the area. The first three sets of

workshops were planned for the first group of day care mothers who were re-,

cruited in the Fall, 1971. A fourth set of workshops for the second group

of day care mothers (recruited in the Fall, 1974) was planned in coordination,

with the workshops presented by the Denver Day Care Mothers' Association.

Scheduling workshops was a difficult task; consequently, schedules varied.

Most were at night, but occasionally we would have a daytime workshop where

day care mothers would leaVe their day care children with a substItAge. Our

first sessions in October, 1974 were very concentrated. We met one day and

one evening per week for four weeks. Day care mothers felt this was too much

in one month. We scheduled very few workshops the next Lwo,months because of

holidays. Then, in January, we resumed with a less concentrated schedule.

3 0 4
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Home Visits. Home visits provided the opportunity for day care mothers

and staff to develop a relationship. and to4discuss the program and individual

needs. We found that home visit schedules were affected by weather, family

situations, and staff involvement., It is important to be flexible when

planning home visits. We found, too, that is was important to have prepared

an activity or idea ,to take into the home, but,also to be prepared to change

it to Meet the needs of the day care mother that particular day.

During the first_three sets of workshops one home"visit,was planned each .

month with each day care mother. Staff and day care mothers spent their time

together getting to know each other better, working on a special_ activity with

the children, or talking about personal concerns,

For the Fall, 1974,program Project staff developed a new alproaCh to

the home visits, asking day care mothers who had participated in the first

three sets of workshops to become consultants to a new set of day caremoth s.

The consultant role was designed to facilitate interdependence among day, care

mothers, enabling them to support one another in the absence of federally-
.

funded projects. For this new program, the Family Home Care Program 'staff

divided responsibilities; Artzer resumed planning workshops and organizing

materials while Hope served,as a support and resource person to'consultants.

-Hope conducted a workshog for consultants to.discus's their new role. and to

distribute materials and handouts to assist in planning home visits. She

also met regularly with consultants to help them with their new roles.

Direct Relief. Another aspect of our support system, was direct relief.'

Staff, with advance notice, would substitute for family day care mothers who

neeaed to go to the doctor, do some shopping, or just "get away from it all"

for a few hours. This helped the staff to keep in touch with the realities_

of the day care home and helped day care mothers to renew their energies.

Direct reliefs occurred about three to four times a month for the total

group during the first, six months of the Family Home Care Program. It

turned out to be h very needed resource and too time consuming for the limited

staff. During the remaining time of the Project we relieved the day care

mother in case of emergency, but we encouraged day care mothers to work with

each other to develop a relief system. Most day care mothers think it is an

1) 0
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important resource, if not the most important, but'feel doing it among them-

selves is too overwhelming to try to match erratic schedules that are always

present in a day care home.

Toy-Lending Library. A budget of $300.00 was allocated for buying toys;

books, and records for a toy-lending library. "Thepurpose of this library was

to provide toys that ebuld not be made in the home or were too expensive for

day care mothers to buy.,,,/-

Three typealof organization for the delivery of toys was tried:

1) The staff brought toys to the hamejring home visits. This

was successful, but a great deal o work.. We wanted the day

care mothers to become more involved in the responsibility

of the library.

2) A,library_room in the Ceter was set up specifically for the
Family Home Care Program where day care mothers could check
out toys, books, etc., on certain days. ,This system received

very little attention from the day care mothers.

3) One of the day care mothers agreed to be the Toy-Lending
Librarian and kept the toys in her own home. She found it too

much worklo bring themeto meetings and very few day care
mothers used'the library by coming to her home to pick up the

toys,

4)/ Because of the short lifetime of our,Ptoject, w4thave "twilled" ,

the toy-lending library to the Denver Day'Care Mothers Association.

'Our final attempt at finding the right plan is to house the toy-
lending library where Denver Day Care Mothers Association

monthly meetings-are held. A toy-lending librarian has been
elected to keep a tecord Of the toys and day, care mothers will
be able to check our the toys after each meeting. This central

location will eliminate the task of delivering toys to day care
mothers and it may also stimulate more day, care mothers to attend

monthly meetings. We are very hopeful about this plan.

Evaluation

During the second and.third years7of the Project, staff used two different

systems for evaluating the Family Home Cate Program. Second-year efforts in-*/

eluded a questionnaire along with illness and attendance data collection, wile

third-year efforts included extensive interviews with day care mothers.

(.///
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Second Year Evaluation. Dr. Paul Barnes, Project Director, and Artzer

implemented the second-year evaluation. They distributed a brief, written

questionnaire to day care mothers during the last se sion of the first

series of workshops. The evaluation included several "open" questions:
7.

(1) How did you feel about being a family day care mother before the work-

shops? How do you feel now? (2) Did these workshopS fulfill your expect-

ations? (3) Were the time and spacing of the workshops convenient? (4)

What do you think the time spacing of the workshops should be? Eight of the

fifteen day care mothers responded, the majority, positively. Day care

mothers commented on their new interest and confidence in the profession.

Several said they benefited from the resources such as the relief and the

toy-lending library and said they did not feel so alone anymore. Day care

mothers suggested better planning of certain workshops; most agreed, however;

that ninety per cent of the workshops met their expectations. Also during

the last session, staff held an oral evaluatibn. Most day care mothers were

not comfortable with tnis procedure since Artzer was present, so comments were

restrained. This type of evaluation could have been more successful if

administered by other Project staff.

The Family Home Care Program staff also assisted in overall Project

evaluation efforts by distributing Illness and Absence Forms, Attendance Forms,

and Problem Papers to day care mothers in the program. (Data from these are

gnmmarized in Appendices A and D.) Although the staff and day care mothers

cooperated in collecting data on these forms, they did not find them a useful

tool f'or evaluating, developing, and improving their program. They felt very

distant from this evaluation plan and the people who were conducting it.

Third Year Evaluation. Prior to the final set of workshops Artzer and

,Ms,. Mary W. Van clack, Research Director, 000rdinated their efforts to plan

an evaluation of the Family Home Care Program. The evaluation was to cover

four areas:. the development and enhancement of a positive self-image and

professional orientation among caregivers, the development of interrelationships

among and between caregivers and other support systems, parent relationships,

and an evaluation of the program and its components by all participants. In-

formation for this evaluation would be obtained through two interviews with

both new day care mothers'and consultants, one before the first workshop.in

the fall and the other' after the last workshop in the spring.

u Oci
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. The data from these interviews (see Appendix E) indicate that the Family

Home Care Program did positively affect the participating day care mothers.

Increasingly, day care mothers have come to see themselves as part of a larger

context, their work as one aspect of the field of day care. Their range of

contacts with others in the field became much broader4,,nw day care mothers

at least made the acquaintance of those in the program, and consultants reach-
.

ed beyond these to form many more contacts within the community. Also, through

the program,participants.have come to see day care as a career, same wishing

to continue in family home care where they may have greater control over

their working conditions.and contingencies and others wishing to move into

settings outside the home where they can continue to work with children and

continue to practice combining nurturance with developmental stimulation:

Throughout the interviews day care mothers spoke of the enjoyment they derived

from working with children. This growing involvement in day care was frequent-

ly shared with husbands who became increasingly enthusiastic with time spent

in the program. Discussions on working relationships with parents took place

at the second interviews and displayed considerable confidence and self-

awareness among day care mothers. The evaluations of the program were, for

the most part, very positike and constructive, although day care mothers'were

almost unanimous in their opinion that the consultant system did not work.

Ilbst believed that another approach similar to that used in the second year

would have been more effective.

What Have We Learned?

The Family Home Care Program, like other components of the Child Care

Project,became less "academic" and adopted "actuality" as its approach to child

care programs. The Project's first approach to family home care was to recruit

inexperienced women into the program and channel the growth of new day care

homes into the Child Care Project system and philosophy. During the Family

Home Care Program's 2 1/2.years of operation, it has moved out into the

community to work with and understand the needs of existing family day care

mothers and the children and parents who utilize family day care homes.

Staff. A positive attitude is a critical factor in the success of a

family home care program. It has been our 'experience that the program will
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,be successful only to the extent that the staff communicatdo and works at the

same level as caregivexs. Day care mothers, in particular,are sensitive to
4

their low status. It is important that the.Family Home Care Program is aware

of this and is able to work with non-professionals without condescension. If

staff members do not possess respect and understanding for the day care mother,

they will find it hard to recruit her into a program. Day care mothers are

weary of systems to begin with; part of the attractiveness of the daycare home

is ihat."you are your own boss."

Background and experience are also important in planning programs that

involve day care mothers. We recommend that staff receive in-service training

in day care homes, if they do not already have this kind of experience. An

understanding of the following is important; what day care mothers call themselves,

how much money they get paid, why they are doing this kind of works how they

feeL about early childhood education; and how they feel about licensing. These

all make up a language of the profession. The staff's knowledge of this language

will determine the success of the program.,

We recommend that staff feel fairly comfortable in the following areas:

(1) experience in the day care home, (2) how to organize community groups or

communications, (3) interpersonal relationships, (4) verbal and non-verbal

communications,. (5) awareness of community resources that relate to family

home care, and (6) problem solving--how to identify a problem and knowing

whose job it is to solve it.

Recruitment. Our first approach to training was a full-time classroom

and practicum experience for day care mothers. The Project wanted to "start

from scratch" with womeowhO were not yet operating day care'homes. (This

concentrated training virtually insured starting "from scratch": day care mothers-

had to spend the whole day in the classroom or working in the Center. Few

women had this time.) Administrative"staff evaluated this approach and decided

to recruit day care motherS who wee already operating existing day care

homes, training them on a part-time basis. This appeared to be a more

economical use of time and money. The Project's initial position was to screen

all applicants, being very selective about the day care mothers admitted to

the program. Our position now favors the creation of a program that meets the
, .

varied needs of different day care mothers. It should be a self-selective.
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process. Day care mothers will find something that they need in the

program or select out.

Philosophy. The Project anticipated a deluge of applicants in the first

recruitment effort, but the deluge turned out to be avtrickle. We feel that

the reason related to the staff's professional knowledge of and lack of ex-

perience in the field of family home care. Early Project script referred to

day care mothers as "free-lance'child care workers" or "family home care child

are workers" instead of day care mothers. Day care mothers could not

identify with these titles. Staff needed to find out where day care mothers

were coming from rather than impose Project, biases on them.

One indication of the lack of empathy was the contract day care mothers

were asked to sign at the completion of their training. The contract was

written very much like a "stuffy" legal document, "where as" and "herein"

included. That day care mothers would be intimidated should have been

anticipated and avoided. The contract stated that day care mothers would

agree to accept children from the CCO and operate their day care homes for

a certain length of time. This idea was not unreasonable, but the approach

created defensive communication. Furthermore, the day care,mothers did not

learn of the contract until they were half-way through the training. When

it was presented,.they then felt obligated, to continue.

Training. Training in the JanUary, J973, to August, 1973, program was

established with the Project's Center as the,training ground. This was the

biggest drawback of this early program. It was implied (intentional or not)

that the Center was a superior training ground as opposed to the day care

bode. We recommend that both Center and family home care training grounds

1r

most Qidely used child care settings.

We learned that day care mothers and child care workers do not have an

instinctive attraction to each other. There is a great distance between

the two groUps because of the different styles of child care. The style for

the center is large group care and for the day care home, small group care

in the private home. Ideally, we think the two groupi should work together.

But too easily family home care falls in the shadow of the day care center.

hould be included in the training projects to accurately represent the two

0 .; ,1 0
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Therefore, it is important that both are-on equal ground when developing a

training program that involves both groups.

We have tried to include day care mothers in the program planning. We

think the future of family home care shodld involve.the leadership of

day.care mothers. We learned that it is exciting to work with daj, cafe mothers

in planning tne content' of the Family Home Care Program:. We have found that

a combination of standard early childhood education, -covering material and

informati&I about the bdsiness'aspect, activAties, and self -image Of the
v..

day care mother malJe up aood curriculum. 'The`August,'1973, to May, 1975,

.program, acco;ding to feedba'c'k from day care mothers, did'not have enoulir"

early childhood education cdrriculum in the workshqp schedules.',
4

In our list workshop schedule (see Appendix C), we combined our workshop

schedule with the local Day, Care Mothers' Association workshop schedule. We,

wanted to 'phas

would Se a

merging

out gradually, hoping that the, Day Care'Mothers' Association

to provide support and resources to Denver County day care mothers;

orkshops' schedules allowed day care mothers to meet other

women in the,,profession in different parts of Denver County. This worked fairly

well; however, some ddy care mothers said. that they had, ,very little in common

with women who live,across town.in a different economic area.
.

During the lifetime of the Family Home Care Program,.me,fouhd that it was

very compatible to satellite to the CCO rather than:the Center. Because

the ,CCO talked with both parents and Caregivers of all kinds, we found we

received a better understanding of child care,settings and parent and care-

giVer needs. The CCO assisted in recruiting day care mothers f r the final

workshop'program by keeping a lit OfcategUgg who were intere ted in work-

shops. They talked regularly with caregivers while finding child care ,for

employees. It was a natural/ process that turned out to be very successful.

Wa.recommend that ,a referral office be the "hub" that child care programs
a

satellite to rather than a child care center. The CCO presents the "big

picture" of children's, parents', and caregivers' needs.

r
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Chapter 4

Care For School-A d-Children

As part of. the comprehensive and coordinated model, the was

committed to, in some way, deal with child care programming for school-
..

aged'childrea. During the period from flay, 1973 through January, 1975, the

Project.struggled with three separate programming efforts,: a summer day camp,

an after-school program, and a model providing emergency care for ill children

. during school hours. Throughout each of these, several issues recurred:
A*"

cooperation (or lack of it) with the school system, filling children's needs

to remain in touch with.neigorhoods and friends, paying for the care,, and

integration of the school-age program with the rest of the Project.

The Summer Day Camp a

In the Spring, 1973 Project staff` negotiated extensively with Denver

Public School jgb for permission to operate a summer day camp

for school -aged children based in an elementary school near the Medical Center

as a. pilift for f ure camps in schools thr4outthe city. That permission

never came. Eventu lly Arrangements worked out to use a nearby parochial school
A

p operated from June 13 through August 17, 1973 (see .instead The day

Year I Report), se ing about 30 children from 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.p.1413,nday.

through Frida fee was $18 per week and the program included art crafts,

sports, swimming, horseback riding, field trips, anda camping trip. Mr. Hank

Wendell ran, the program with some part-time assistance. 'Parents and children .

who used the camp were enormously pleased with it. Unfortunately, many

families (especially those with two or more children) could not afford the

program, and it did not have continuity of,staff or facilities to the next

year. The camp received considerable support from the CCO in. terms of en-
)

rollment and publicity, and,from Dr. Paul Barnes in terms of evaluation

but, for the most part, did not-coordinate closely with other Project services.

-36-'
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The After-School Program

Tne next fall Wendell attempted to make a transition from the day camp

to an after-school program. Since the parochial school's facilities were

tied up and,the public school system was not interested in such a program he
I

used the Center as a base. Many older children regarded this as a "place for

,babies" and resisted attending. The fee was about $14 a week, and for many.

parents this was a price too high to pay when they felt the child could go

home with friendsor go home alon%. Wendell made arrangements to pick up

tne children after school and give them transportation to the'Center, although

only a limited number of schools could be served. For many children,.this

created an undesirable aspect to the program since they would be unable to.

play. with school and neighborhood friends after school.

Altogether, only six children attended this program, despite extensive

adveitising, and the Project terminated it in February, 1974. The concept

of a.program for children after school hours remains viable, but in order to

be satisfactory for children, it would have to be based in schools or neighbor-
, .

hood centers such as churches or recreation facilities.. In'order to be sat-

isfactory for parents, .of course, it Would have to'be of very low cost.

Emergency Care

In June, 1974, staff'met with officials of the Denver Public School

system to investigate the possibilities of starting.a pilot program which

would address the needs of qhildfen who became ill while attending school.

We felt that a formalizdd emergency care program would' help to relieve some

of the presiures on emergency care brought about by children attending school

in neighborhoods other than where they live.

Our proposal suggested locating and licensing at least two homes in each

school boundary which would be available to care for ill children. Each school

would have a list of emergency care homes, and the school system WoNprovide

transportation between the school and the emergency care home. Parents would

compensate the emergency care mother for her services.

Between October, 1974, and February, 1975, Ms. Jacqueline Hope, who was

working,with,the Family Home Care Program, contacted school officials in eight

() t) ill.
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schools, interviewed 5-10 women in each of the school neighborhoods, and

worked with the licensing agency to draw up guidelines for emergency home .

. licensing. She also began making plan for training workshops with the-Red

Cross, the Denver-Day Care Mothers' Association, and the UCMC Child Care

Project.

While the school system administrators were responsive .to the idea and

yolunteered their medical staff for health yams of emergency care mothers and

their families, money, to administer the 'program after termination'of the UCMC

Child Care Proj,e.ict involvement was not forthcoming.

A!'
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Chapter 5
c

The Counseling-Coordination Office

The Originally-Proposed Service

Initially the Project was committed to a broad range of goals and philo-
.

sopaical stances to which all component programs were supposed tole re-

sponsive. The original proposal recognized the "deed to explore the unique

ways in which existing ilAcernal reSources, development of new resources, to-
,

gether with existing general community resources Can be 5rganized.so as to

present to the consumer a comprehensive, coordinated, child care program"

(Initial Proposal, p.9). It promised a number of Services for children of

all ages, for families of all socioeconomic levels and cultural batkgrounds,,

and placed strong emphasis on supporting family values and influences. The

proposal held that "Parents need assistance in evaluating not only the develop-

mental needs of their children and the qUagtative potential of care settings

in meeting those needs, but they also require coordinative assistance in

finding the variety 0 settings which may be required to care for their total

number of children at varying ages." (Initial Proposal, p.13.) The"original

concept was of comprehensive child care programming that would offer a

"variety of resources or service settings from which parents may choose re-
.

gardless of economic level," and a variety of quality program dimensions within

each child'care setting which meet individual child and faMily needs" (Initial

Proposal, p. 1-2). Furthers the program would attempt to offer parents

counseling and referral to.a broad array of,tealth, educational, and welfake

services. 4

While the original planners were, primarily concerned with developing child

care services for children, in order to fulfill these ambitious goals, they

were forced to think beyond new direct services for children to include the

concept of a counseling - coordination service for parents. All families peking

to use Project resources would begin with this service as a point of entry

into the system.
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The Counseling-Coordination Service was to fqcus its efforts in three

general areas; information dissemination, development of a central infor-

mation bank of community child care resources, and' counseling and referral.

Information dissemination efforts would include bulletins and flyers on

general child care issues, how to evaluate settings, health and development

of children, and the Projects services and how to use them; development of

a "browsing corner" in the office for parents supplied with books and pam-

phlets; and a campus newsletter to which parents, program personnel, and

professionals in the community would contribute. The central information

bank would involve the collection and organization of data on all community

resources for families and children. Project staff would develop this bank

in cooperation with other local agencies interested in the same type Of

information. Efforts in the area of counseling and,reerral would be organ-
. o

ized so /hat counseling ufith a Project staff member would precede any effOrts

at referfal. Counseling would involve exploring with parents their needs and

those of their child and assisting them in makinglpppropriate choices from

among those resources,available. Referrals would take into account families'

expressed needs and limitations. Beyond these'activities, the service intended

to be'the primary point for collection of data on family needs, attitudes, and

motivations and the point for contact between the Project and the Medical

Center, and beyond that, the entire community. The CounSeling-Coordination ,

Service Coordinator would be responsible for these functions including all"

functions of tue Service as well as recording and assessing data on child care

references, utilization patterns, and areas of parental concern.

First Year Patterns and Decisions
ort

Establishing the CCO. In the early weeks of the PrOect the new staff

began to struggle with the task,of turning proposal plans into an operating

system. Realities along the way forced decisions and compromises that would

alter the shape of the services offered.

The original proposal had called for a counselor to operate the Counseling-.

Coordination Service and a research assistant with training in psychometry to

perform tasks for all Project components. Whewsubsequent communications from

the funding agenCy pressed for building additional program evaluation into the

0 4
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Project, these roles were altered, turning the counselor into a director of.

program evaluation and of the counseling service and turning the research

assistant into a combination of counselor, evaluation assistant, and psy-

chometrist. The change in roles, combining counseling and coordination func-

tions with program evaluation, significantly changed the look of this Project

component; for the remainder of the Project's life staff members working in

other components saw members in the counseling service as "those research
4*

people" and, sometimes, as a support system to themselves, gut not as people

engaged in any type of direct child care service. A further outcome of these

role changes (and perhaps an outcome of unique individuals selected for

these roles) was that during the first year program evaluation internal to

the Project took the eirection of evaluating children and their parents rather

than evaluating Project Tgrams and prpcesses.

Early plans called for placement of the counseling service in or near

the Medical Center Personnel Office and at more than walking distance from

thp Child Care Center. Subsequent negoti4ions with the Medical Center led

to A location in, a converted apartment building across a busy street from

all othe Medical. Center facilities. This left the counseling servicd not

only geographically isolated from other components of the Project, ,but also,

4, well out of the way of MedicL Center students and employees. With the estab-

lishment of an office came a change in name from the Counseling-Coordination

Service to the Counseling-Coordination Office (CCO).

' -
With the staff hired and off ice space established, the next task was to

define the CCO's appropriate sphere of activity. In addition to building a

resource information bank and working out approaches to dealing with familieS,

the CCO staff devoted considerable effort to information and publicity, the

development of forms and instruments, and other functions which were heavily

supportive to the rest of .the Project'. Publicity efforts were most extensive

from September through December, 1972 and included issues of the Child Care News,

four articles in the Medic:/ Center News, an article in The Denver Post, and
, =4,

three leaflets widely circulated on the Medical Center campus. All of thils-
.

publicity emphasized the development of the Project's "model" services and
It;

mentioned the CCO as a place where parents could go to talk abo4 child care

in general and obtain more information-on the Project's own services.

-
2
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There was almostAo mentlqn of the CCO's capacity tg_Aier referral to

other child care programs in the community.

The CCO staff also devoted considerable effort during the early months

to developing forms and schedules for record keeping and data collection

within the Project. The CCO developed two forms fellr its exclusive use,

seven to be used by the Center and three forms to be used jointly (November,

Report, pp. 20-22). Not only in the areas of publicity and form development

but in many other activities as well, the CCO staff expended considerable

energy to support and assist the model service components of the Project.

These fun4ions included work in development of the sliding scale for Child

Care Center fees, planning for an open house at the Center, and assisting in

developmental evaluation of children at the Center.

Building a Resource Inforthation Bank. Early in the first year CCO staff

focused on the task of,developing a resource infoimation bank. The State

Department of Social Services readily shared lists of all licensed child care

centers in the state,- while county licensing agencies in the metropolitan area

sent us lists of day care mothers with varying degrees of reluctanee. Although

these lists contained only names, addresses, and telephone numbers, many

agencies felt this was information they should not share with the Project.

Some counties placed the CCO on their mailing lists to receive updated lists

routinely, but CCO staff had to call other agencies ev6ry three months for the

life of the Project to request new, updated lists. All licensing agencies

were clearly unwilling to share the more extensive, but confidential, informa-

tion which they gathered and filed routinely on all settings.

The second step in acquiring community resource information involved

surveying child care facilities in cooperation with another agency which'

had planned to establish a community-wide referral systeth, the Mile High

Child Care Association (IRCCA). By assisting and cooperating with this group

the Project hoped to becOme involved in coordinative efforts with the community

and hoped to obtain a more extensive survey of resources. Eventually this

survey effort produced information on 649 of the imp licensed child care

centers and day care homes; unfortunately the.final survey format approved

by tne cooperating agency and the State Department of Social Services produced

9.0 4.9
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very meager information and did not provide a detailed pictuie of the

type of care going on in each setting (Year I Report, pp. 24 -29). The
1 f

information from the survey was not codified Into useful form until December,

1972.

Both these types of information were entered in a readily accessible

file system With further information added as it became available. As CCO

staff became more experienced in working with community resources, more

information accumulated on settings close by and frequently used. The staff

also became acquainted with some unlicensed facilities and added information

on these to the files. Frequently parents shared with CCO staff their im

pressions of child care facilities which they had visited or used previously,

and these pieces of consumer information were added to the files as well. On

several occasions CCO staff discussed the possibility of visiting facilities,

but this idea did,,not develop and there was no really effective effort to

apply theTroject's "Quality Criteria" (Year I Report, Appendix I) to child

care services in the community.

Service at the CCO. As the CCO began to develop its child care coordination

function it reached a position of offering different types of service depending

upon what parents sought. All parents participated in an extensive interview

with either Dr. Paul Barnes, Director of Program Evaluation, or Ms. Christine

Walters, Research Assistant, but the differences in treatment emerged as the

parents' needs were identified.
sr

Most parents came to the CCO requesting placement for their child in the

Project's ChildCare Center. If the child was ageeligible and the Center met

other family needs in terms of cost, location, program, etc., the CCO staff

member encouraged the parents to tour the Center, administered an extensive

parent interview on the child's development, and in every way attempted to

--facilitate the child's entry into the Center. If the child was too young,

but the family was interested in the Center, the CCO entered the child's name

on a waiting list. If the family requested information on other resources,

the CCO staff discussed-the Family Home Care Program, although graduates of

this component did not provide child care until late June, 1973. Families who

wished to use this service had their names entered on another waiting list.

For familieo with needs n t met by Prolect.services, the CCO made referrals'

to community resources. Almost no information on community resources was

9
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available until December, 1972 (Year I Report, p.8), and this was not

established in a permanent and accessible file until April, 1973. Thus,. the,

CCO was severely crippled) in its capacity to meet parents' widely varying ,

needs. Until December the usual routine for assisting parents needing community

resources was to call the local licensing agency for suggestions or to give

parents a copy of the list of all licensed child care facilities in their

area (some of these lists contained more than 200 names and addresses). After

that date, the staff began to make telepho e searches of the resources in
71

order to find several appropriate choices to suggest to the family.

In general both parents and staff appeared to believe that Project
(

services were, by definition, of superior quality to community resources,
,

and neitherparents nor staff ever seemed to consider whether a community

resource might be more appropriate for a specific child or family situation.

Working with Parents. An important function of the CCO, as originally

envisioned, was to work with parents, offering counseling arpund child dev lop-

ment, child care needs, and other related areas and developing some parent

education effort. During the f t few months Project staff took a very

;passive approach in dealing wi parents, not asking specific questions related

to areas they felt should con rn parents, but sitt* and waiting for

parents to ask the questions This a" was justified, CCO staff felt,

because of research needs out what parents were already thinking

.about on their own .e, ause the staff felt they did not really ow what

might be,t.h critical variables to considel in arranging satisfact ry child

care (Year I Report, p.11). When parents failed to ask questions about child

development and "quality" aspects of programming spontaneously, CCO staff

assumed they were "naive" and lacking in knowledgeability regayaing their child

and child development (November Report, p.23; Year ,I Report, pp. 13-15).

Even by the end of the first year this was an issue the CCO yould not handle:
4'

"Research-wise, we are not prepared to spec to

whether lack-of an artaculated concern about qua ity
issues that we may feel parents 'should''ask me ns no
concern at all.wi-thin the parental value systc5l; nor,
are we prepared to convincingly state which-A elite-
tive variables contribute to the most satisfa tory
placement whether, defined by Project staff o parents."
(Year I Report, p. 15).
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For the most part parents requested structural information about hours,
,

cost, location,.and ages of children accepted in various facilities. The

one "quality" question parents did. ask with some frequency was whether a

program offered some educational or preschool-type programming, an area of

, emphasis the staff had some'difficulty understanding (Year I Report, pp.14-l5).

One must speculate whether the emphasis in parents' questions showed naivete

regarding child development or savvy regarding the scarcity of any child care

resources and the importance of resolving these'critical feasibility issues

before engaging in the luxury of seeking a developmentally-appropriate and

stimulating setting.

With experience the CCO staff took a less passive stance with parents,

answering all of their spontaneous questions and attempting to give parents

some notion of what to expect of various settings and how these settings

might meet parents' concerns. There is, however, no documentation that CCO

staff during the first year ever played a routinely active role in sensitizing

parents to child development issues and educating. them regarding needs their

child might have. Since there was mininal routine follow-up during the first

year (either initiated by the CCO or by parents) there is also very little

information on parents' satisfaction with settings they nsed through the CCO

and on what variables might have been associated with this satisfaction.'

The CCO staff also fouhd during this first year that the notion of a

"browsing corner" stocked with books and pamphlets and the notion of the CCO

as a place where paients could simply "drop in" to discuss their Children

simply did not gain acceptance among parents. The CCOls isolation combined

with parents' severe time constraints and lack of preparation for this type

of service led to the CCO's failure to become a focus for this type of ,

activity. For parents, the CCO was a place to go if you wanted to enroll

your child in the Child Care Center.

First Year Evaluation. Data collection and evaluation during the first

year focused for the most part on children and families and looked only

minimally at program and prbceSs. This latter task was essentially left

to the Outs e Evaluation Team. The CCO collected extensive data describing

parents (a e, sex, role,, occupation) and children (number and ages), and

describing the immediate outcome of their contact with the CCO (November
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Report, pp. 12-16; Year I Report, pp. 9-20). In the absence of initial

. questioning of parents and extensive follow-up, however, there is no data

on the ultimate outcome of child care placements, on parents' experiencel

in using the system, or on variables bearing some relation to parental and

child satisfaction with child care experiences.

Conclusions--Year I. In its efforts to establish itself during the first
t.

year the CCO appeared t9 struggle with tnree essential issues. The first

issue focuses on the CCO's effort to establish itt own identity as a service-

providing agency. It did not succeed in this area but became, for the most

part, a support system to the Child Care Center. It supported the Center

organizationally in terms of providing assistance in setting up fee scales,

running publicity, and drawing up consent forms. It was also supportive

in providing the "front door" for families wishing to enroll children in

the Center, interviewing parents, answering their questions, assisting them

in filling out forms, negotiating fees, and even taking them on tours of

the facility.

The second issue concerned the CCO's approach to dealing with patents.

Questions regarding how intrusive staff should be, how much of an educational

service they should perform, how much informatidh they should seek from parents

and what type, were not really settled during the first year,

The third issue concerned evaluation. It appeared that uring the first

year tne CCO chose to focus on evaluation of children and parents rather than

evaluatingf the Project's effectiveness in dealing with these families. These

were all issues which would receive a great deal of attention during the

early months of theProject's second year.

Metamorphosis

Criticism of the CCO. The Project entered the second year in June,

1973 witha flood of criticism of the Counseling-Coordination Office from

several different sources. The Office of Child Development Project Officer

was not pleased withi., he CCO's development to date, nor was the OCD Site

Visit -Team. The Sumtit e Evaluation Report prepared by an outside team

was highly f-itical of CO procedures, and some Project staff members were

not comfortable with le program as it functioned at that time..

I 2
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As early as January, 1973 the OCD Project Offiter expressed concern.

over the Project's heavy involvement with the Center and its failure.to

develop more comprehensive services including a wider variety of child

care options for families (Private correspondence, 1973).

The Site Visit Team) including the CCO Project Officer, focused most

of its attention on the functions of the CCO and on the Project's evaluation

functions. , The team was most interested in learning whether a counseling

service could be mbre effective than parehts1 currently available methods of

arranging child caretand what might be the critical child, family, and

setting variables to take into account in making long-lasting andsuccessful4

child care arrangements.' They believed the CCO, as it was operating, would .

not provide the data to answer these questions and that through the staff's

'possivity in relating to parents, through the,procedure of Obtaining develop-

mental information on the child post, rather than prior to,placeMent, and,

through the staff's failure to. demonstrate the use of various types of infor-

mation_to select and recommend several different settings to parents, the

0 Project was falling to arrive At.answers to questions they believed were

critical (Private communications, 5-10-73).
Ib

Following the site visit,Dr. iaul Rpsaff, Acting Director of OCD, sPelled

out the agency's areas of dissatisfaction quite clearly (Private correspondence,

r .

The Counseling4-Cobrdination Center isnot
sufficiently developed so it does not have the ca-
pability to provide the best match between family
needs and child care facil±ties.';

"J. Too much of the PrOject's staff time ia
spent in the°development of the model ,day care facil-
ities-and not enough on the research and counseling
and coordination aspects of the Project."

' "4. It appears that the coordination with other
-child care facilitie6 has not developed to the extent
that was promised in the proposal."

The highly tical site' yisit was followed closely by the first year

external evaluation repott (Incremental Zummative Evaluation, William Goodwin,

et. al., Laboratory for Educational Research, UniverOity pf Colorado, June 13,

1973, unpublished). This report was also' highly critical of the CCO as it had

a
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developed to that point. The team found that for the most part families did

not receive adequate service from the CCO, yet most parentt, were not critical

of tile service they received, perhaps lacking any basis for comparison and,
4

.lacking any preconceived expectations. Parents seeking their child's

admission to the Center reported`that 14% of the time the CCO gave them no

referrals; 54% of the time, one referral (the Center); and 32% of the time,

two or more refeirals. The team indicated that "Comments from several

respondents suggest that some parents viewed the main function of C
2
0 [the CCO]

as to fill C
3

[the Center] (particularly in the early days of the Project) and

then, subsequently to bait persons somewhat with the promise of quality spdn-

sored family home care, but such care was not then available." (Incremental

Summative Evaluation, p. 17.) They found that many families seeking the

Centek left the CCO thinking that Center admission was its' only function

and it offered no other services. Parents seeking other child care resources

reported receiving no referrals 20% of the time, one referral 30% of the time,

and two or more 49% of the time. Further, the team found that those referrals

were,farely based on an extensive search of resources; rarely, if ever, involved

a match of family and child characteristics;.and did not include any "quality"

. indicators or suggestions on which settings the CCO would recommend or consider

the most appropriate. The team found that most families who went to the CCO

seeking care at the Center reported placing their child there while families

who sought other care reported following the CCO's recommendation 29% of the

time. The team found that more than 70% of the parents who used the CCO

could not remember receiving any follow-up call from the CCO. The team was

very concerned about this absence of systematic follow-up, pointing out that

parents would never perceive the CCO as a valuable resources for information

,o childreh if no routine pattern of on-going contact and follow-up were

established. Finally, the team indicated that in order for the CCO to carry

out its own functions in addition to taking responsibility for the Project's
411.

1

'internal evaluation,-it was understaffed.

In addition to the external criticism there was some dissatisfaction

within the CCO staff with its development and level of functioning. Barnes

encountered some cliff' ulty in arranging sufficient time to conduct program

evaluation, work with Ithe'CCO, and fulfull ether Project duties.

,) 9 1)
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Lateinkthe firs year, the CCO alsb experienced a staff change with the,
. ,.. , ,

'
.

.

Walters' lesi natiag-and replacement astReaearch Assistant. The new Research
1

11:_
.

Asscistaht, Maryiji. Van Vlack, had no training in psychometry but training
- .. ! ,

an& exArience in social research and counseling. Van Vlack had several areas

of dissatisfaction with CCU functioning.,

She found that considerable time and,energy was drained by the Center

staff. Although the developmental testing program at the Center was designed

to 4se tests simple to administer and score and to provide da4 for child
.

care workers to individualize programming, she was asked to Sspre and interpret

thos4,s tests. ,As perhaps a more significant use of time, after a family had

decided to use the Center, she was responsible for getting consent forms signed,

-instructing parents ii the health examination and-torm,*and conducting the

lengthy developmental survey;'since all of these came'aiter the placement

decision, it would have seemed'more appropriate for Center staff to implement

them. She found, further, that the Center was not the only direct service

drew away CCO energy; both Bathes and Van Vlack invested considerable

time in developing the Summer D y Camp for school-aged children, an effort

Which should have been the resp risibility of the'Child-Care Center Director.

In termsof actual CCP functions, Van Vlack felt very ill - equipped to

paqt any requests

/directrvices.

children'and this

for services other than admission to one of the Project's

There was. only limited information on general services for

included no qualitative or utilizatian-4nformation; there
-

was also riot even a list bf local pediatricians. Information on child care

resources was inadequate; the,MHCCA survey simply did not provide sufficient

detail and a sufficient qualitatilie picture of.each setting. She hadmo way
,

of knowing when she was giving parents referrals which she could recommend.

In making referrals to 'parentsehe felt a trependous pressure to support the

Project's own services, Since the Center was not full, the required income

was not being generatedl If a family, wanted to use the Center and the child

was of an appropriate ages it would have been disloyal fo recommend away fom

the'Center., even if it was not entirely appropriate for the child's or'

family's needs. Further, Van Vlack found there was insufficient time for

all of the other expected CCO functions. In general, she felt that the

(! operating cgiltdingencies worked against the development of an effective

system for child care counseling and referral.

30 045:
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.

Staff Reorganization. In June, 1973, following, the site visit and the

summative evaluation, the Project undertook q staff reorganiz5ition affect-

ing all portions.of the Project. and especially the CCO. This ieorgsnization

attemptedto answer OCD criticism of underemphasis of the development-of the

CCOand lack of program evaluation data. Barnes, Director of Program Evaluation,

was promoted to. the position of Prografil Director with responsibility for the

day-to-day functions of the entire Project.' With this..promotion he maintained

an interest in the CCO and in evaluation'but worked at greater distance from

these areas. Portnoy, Director of the Child dare Center, transferred to

tional secretary, Js. Catherine ,

. Ramon Blatt, joined the CGO

become Director of the CCO. Further, an add-

Carpenter, and a second research assistant,

in July and August, expanding greatly the manpower and the capacity to work

witn parents and participate in evaluation. Blatt also brought considerable

experience in psydhology and research methods to the CCO.

,,
Critical Points fox' Change. Merging plans for change with increased,

I

. talent as well as increased manpower, the.CCO staff attempted to develop,',
\

and change the counseling and referral services, focusing on deyeloping fu,
trier the community resource information bank, defining the scope of the CCO "sr

Service and activities, and altering the approach to families. Efforts to

develop the community resource bank would include Attempts to acquire infor-

mation on health, welfare, and education41resources as *ell as to increase

the deptn of informatiOn on child care settings. The latter was essential

if CCO staff was. to attempt to
.

match family and child characteristics with

setting characteristics.

Effol.ts to define the CCO's appropriate activities brought about a re-:

newed emphasis on working with families; helping them to determine what

services they need and then helping them find'and use those-services. This

required pulling away from the supportive relationship'with the Center, requirin

Center staff to conduct those entry procedures which seemed appropriate, and

withdrawing from concern with programmatic issues at the Center and with the

problems of enrolling sufficient numbers of children in each program. The

redefinition also included a'renewed effort to assist parents with other child-

related problems and make referrals to other child and family services, efforts

to offer counseling and parent education to all families who desired it, and

one more effOrt to develop resources for "in-home" care.

ti 4. ra
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'
-Based on the first year's experience and the critique of it, the CCO

staff developed a new approach to work with the families. This involved

setting up the same procedures for all families regardless of whether they

sought Project, direct services or services in the community. Since there

0 was no data available indicating what might be the most effective approach

to child care referral, the staff decided to test out several proCedures.

Ia addition the staff believed it was important to test out the effectiveness

of extensively searching through resources by phone to determine vacancies

and appropriateness for each child care request. Out of sterese idtas the

staff. developed detailed plans for procedures and an extensive design for

the evaluation of these procedures.

In particular regard to the CCO, the June, 1973, reorganiiation posed

serious administrative problems. The CCO did not require a director for

day - today functioning and policy was largely determined by a coalition of

. all CCO staff with the Program Director. The position bf CCO Director

emerged as superfluods. To Portnoy's continuing frustration, she discovered

that about 857 of her responsibilities overlapped with Someone else's. As

CO functioning stabilized under the new policies and procedures, Portnoy

turned more and,more to dissemination activities,, leaving the CCO to run

itself.

The Second Year in the CCO

The New Design. By'September, 197.3, CCO, staff had worked out procedures

for Xhe counseling and coordination services and had developed a research

design to evaluate thsfseriice and investigate variables relating to the

effectiveness' of placement assistance processes

The research design posed several general questions to evaluate the

service;

1. What factors concerning the way the CCO deals with
families affect their success-or failure in arrang-
ing child care through the CCO's referrals?

2.. Wadt characteristics of families and children affect
their success or failure in arranging child care

through the CCO's referrals?

3. What variables may be related to the amount of 'CCO
time and effort required to arrange child care?

j1 :1cj7
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4. When and why do families withdraw from the place-
ment assistance process witiout finding child care?

5. What variables may be related to the long-term
stability of child care arrangements?

6. What variables may be related to satisfaction
with the child care setting?

7, What variables may be related to satisfaction with
the CCO placement procedure?

Based on experience from the first year staff belieyed there were four

variables in CCO procedures which might affect the outcomes of the placement

assistance pro.cedures. The first was whether the staff performed a vacancy

search in response to a parents' request-for child care. The search would

involve calling resources to determine whether they had a vacancy for that

child; the alternative was to make referrals from the best available infor-

mation ou file. Tne second variable was "the match," the attempt to match

child and family characteristics with program offerings of settings, referring

the families to those settings which matched most closely. The alternative

to the match Would be to refer families to settings that met their needs in

terms of cost, location, hours, etc. The third variable was the face-tor e

interview with parents, and its alternative was to obtain similar.information

over the phone without the personal contacf. The fourth variable was follow-

up, a program of on-going contact with families using CCO-recommended settings

to help solve child care problems as they might arise and to facilitate the

delivery of additional services. The alternative would be to follow up

families at some arbitrary point in time to determine the outcomes of their

child care experience.

Using these variables staff arrived at a design of six different pro-

cedures for dealing with families and an additional comparison group of

families who arranged for child care without CCO assistance:

Group I No CCO assistance or contact' prior to placement

Group II No search%) no match, no face-to-face interview
and no inkensive follow-up.

Group III Search but no match, no face-to-face interview
and no intensive follow -up.

Group IV Search, match, face-to-face interview, but
no intensive follow-up.

9 fj
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6*,

Search, match, face-to-face interview, and
intensive follow -tip.

Group VI Search, match, but no face-to-face interview
and no intensive follow-up.

Group VII Search, match, intensive follow-u, but no
face-to-face interview.

Regardless of whether a family sought care in one of 'the Projects' services

or in another setting in the community, they 'would be assigned, on a random

basis, to one of the six treatment groups.

For all groups except I, II, and III,CCO staff attempted to provide

extensive parent education, offering suggestions on how to evaluate child care

settings, how to deal with chilli care providers, 'and characteristics of them-

selves and theit children wOich parents should take into account. In addition

staff answered, or referred to more informed sources for answers, all of parents'

'spontaneous questions.

In order to deliver tLiese levels of service to families, it became essential

for CCO staff to have available a much more extensive and detailed bank of

information on community resources. Since the information obtained through_the

MHCCA survey was inadequate, the staff decided not, .to add more survey infOr-
,

mation but, instead, to undertake visiting as:many settings as possible and

then attempting to maintain relationships with caregivers through occasional

phone calls. The staff defined a geographical area surroundkhg,the Medical

Center where 65% of all students and employees lived and attempted to visit all

receptive child care centers, preschools, and clay care homes in this area.

Based on the Project's "quality criteria" and experience with families,.staff

worked out a list of types of information to obtlain on thesdtisits, a list

to memorize but not to carry into the settings. The visitor would update

information on fees, location, hours, and ages of children accepted,_note the

safety and suitability of interior and exterior space and equipment, observe

and discuss program, and attempt to get acquainted with caregivers, their

motivations, attitudes, child-rearing philosophies and practices, problems,

and areas of concern. In general, the visitor would attempt to gain an intuitive

understanding of the setting and what was happening there. Afterward the

visitor would assign a subjective "quality rating" to the setting on a f our -

point scale and would record all information on the setting in the resouce

file. Following, these visits staff would maintain these new relationships

1) .; )9
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with caregivers through phone contacts for vacancy searches and follow-up.

Implementation. The task of implementing the research design and new

procedures required the subsequent twelve months, but worked out quite Smoothly.

In order to make the plan of treatment groups more comfortable for those work-

ing with parents, only three groups were used at one time with Growps II, IV,

and V being filled before III, VI, and VII were implemented.

With this compromise thereremained two major areas of difficulty for

staff attempting3tO fill research requirements while providing services. One

was that the procedures required an enormous amount of paper work to record what %

ch Ppened at each step in the process. The other was that it often was very

difficult to forCe a family into the treatment group which the random selection
,

required that they enter. Some families were designated to receive Group II

treatment but expected, even demanded, more attention, wanted to spend more

time talking about their situation, and wanted more guidance. Other families

were designated to receive Group V treatment but 'found the interview and the

intensive CCO involvement an imposition for which they had no time. It was

exceedingly difficult for staff to insist thatfanilies cooperate with the pre-

arranged. procedures when these were not convenient. Since those staff mem- \

berswho worked directly with families had input in the proceduial and evaluation
.

deSigns, they were able to tolerate the system, but often found it inflexible

and difficult.

Changes in the CUes procedures for working with families and definition

Of its role profoundly affected relations between the CCO and other Project

components. Relations with the Center became increasingly distant and strained
s

with staff in that component never really having a clear understanding of the

CU:Ps/new role and identity. Some Center staff members were particularly

resentful that the CCO often referred families to several child care centers

in,id4itiOn to the Project's and sometimes, even though the 'child was age-

(elikible,,did'hot refer the family to theCenter..at all.

At the same time, however, relationS'INTIO the Family Hcime Care Fri:Tram

began moving 'into a mutually supportive model. Thid occured simultaneously

with'major changes ip the Family Home Care Program. AS the Family Home Caie

Program switched'to recruiting day care mothers who would operate their homes* .

..-

sitmultaneously with Project,participaLion, the .CCO could refer families to them

0
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and coordinate with t director of the Family Home Care Program on follow-

-7, up; end post-placement problem-solving.

The effort to visit child care resources provided inluable infortatiOn

on caregivers and settings and laid the groudwork for on-going relationships

With these community resources. Staff members not only in the CCQ but also

in the Family Home Care Program contributed to the initial visitation effort;

following this, staff, continued for the duration of the Project to make

additional visits. Despite these efforts; howeyer, the Project never visited

all of the 250 day care homes, 35 centers, and 20 preschools in the designated

area. Some caregivers refused to allow us to visit, and staff also found

considerable turnover in settings with old ones we had visited going out of

business and new ones.appearing whic required added visits. Staff found

the procedure to be time-consuming and exhaustive but invaluable in providing:

a notion of what children might experience in each setting. Most visitors

found that once they had convinced caregivers (both in homes and centers)

that they had no connection with any regulatory agency-, they quickly became

a source of support and a sympathetic ear to bead. Many caregivers deemed

starved for contact with adults who could listen to and understand their.

problems but who really asked for nothing.

For the most part staff preferred to refer families to settings which had

received visits, although it was often not possible to meet families needs with

these settings, so staff had. to use those about which there was.less information

callable. ,With both types of settings staff established and strengthened

trusting relationships through the vacancy searches and post-placement follow-
;

up calls. Through these contacts caregivers not:only became acquainted with

the P roject butsalso began to offer feedback on their experience with it. Some
e

were displeased that after our call about vacancies the family would never

call, leaving them uncertain of what to do, while others were dissatisfied

with our limited capacity to provide children whenever they had-vacancies.

Most, however, expressed satisfaction with the service, appreciated the free

referral and the screening of referrals to only those which might be appropriate, .

and were pleased th at We attempted to provide some parent education and could

intervene in parent/caregiver problems. Staff meAbers feel that the relation-

ships the CCOwereable to establish with caregivers were invaluable in the

placement assistance process.

t) 9 f) ;j
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In addition to improving the basic counseling and coordination services,

the staff had also attempted to expand other services, particularly in-home

care and other non-child services. In-home care; particularly live-in, was

a service many families had requested in the first year but one which the

PrOject had never met. DurinG the second year the staff un rtook three

separate cases of families seeking live-in caregivers. In e h case the

family's situation made this the Only acceptable alternative; One was a

widower whose work frequently took him out4:of town, another a resident ped-

iatrician with four children 5 years of age and younger, and the third was a

. family facing the birth of sextuplets. In each .case the family placed,a

newspaper advertisement and the Project Screened all calls and.interviewe

find suitible applicants. The staff found there is an extreme shortage of

0

people suitable for this type of work in Denver end found that screening:

them is an exhaustive and.time-consuming effort which does not produce results

that more than one family can use. Staff recommendation from this expgrience

is that such a service is more suitably the province of a private emplOyment

agency handling domestic work than of an agency such as the'CCO.

Efforts to assist parents with other child and family-related services

produced an experience somewhat differ4nt frOm that of the first year. For

the most part, parents did not think of the CCO as a general children's

counseling agency but as a place, to go for assistance in finding child care.

During the course of interviews (whether in person or by phone), after parents

discussed the child care needed and the counselor indicated s/he would search

out several resources, at the point when the discussion turned to general

issues regarding the child and the family, many parents would ask questions

regarding their child's health,'emotional or cognitive development and would

request information on additional services. If, however, these questions

did not come up duririg the placement process, parents rarely came back to the

CCO to ask them at a later date.

The Final Project Year

Forms and Patterns. During the Project's third and final year, staff

completed the collection of data fOr the research aspect, analyzed data, and

used the results along with added experience to refine the model for the CCO.



Before this process could proceed, however, Project staff went through

anothei major reorganization. At the end of May, 1974, Barnes resigned his

position as Program Director, and Blatt replaced him. Portnoy, Director of

the CCO, who had become less-involved in the CCO and evaluation, had invested

more of her time in Project dissemination efforts. This shift received

formal recognition with her move to Dissemination Officer. Van Vlack took

over responsibility for the day-to-day operation of the CCO and the Project's

evaluation efforts as Research Coordinator. Carpenter, CCO secretary, who

had become increasingly involved in working with families was promoted to a

position of Research Assistant and a new Research Assistant, Ms. Debra Koepfer,

was riivd on a part-time basis. Both had B.A.'s in'psychology and work

expefience.

Staff changes at this point were not disruptive to the operation of the

CCO. Van Vlack and Blatt 'trained the research assistants to work with families-

in placement assistance and other supportive services, keep evaluation records,

and handle data. Since Carpenter had already begun working with families,

this adjustment went very smoothly with the research assistants dividing tasks

according to skills and inclinations. In this case, as in all parts of the

Project, it has been difficult for staff members simultaneously to take a

humanistic and supportive approach to people and keep complete and precise,

records for evaluation. The post effective approaches for defiling with this

Wave been open and extensive communication and a practice of involving every-

, one in evaluation design and implementation.

\the CCO comp eted placement as

Evaluation Results. With the new Research Assistants assuming increasing

responsibility for assisting parents with child care placement and follow-up,

istance for'the evaluation plan in October,

1974 and completed follow-up six months later, in April, 1975. Results of

analysis of the data ontnese families were available a short later. \

During the nineteen-month eyalua &ion period the CCO 'dealt with 36\3

children,, arranging child care for 101 of them. These were divided almost

equally among the six treatment groups.' Fifty-six per cent were males and

44% females,ranging in age from less than a month to.nine years. Sixty-

six per cent of_the cases families requested family home care, 28% requested-

center care, and 5% requested school-age care. thirteen per cent requested care /

4/4
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in 'the Project's services, 40% in -Community resources, and 46% did not

specffy a. preference. Seventy -three per cent requested care Monday through

Friday and 68%.requested care all day on the days it would' be provided.

gorty-eight per cent needed to arrallge care within the-next seven days,

19% in 1 to 2 -weeks and 17% Within ,the month while the remainder had more time

available,

Families received the namesdf an average of 2 resources for each request

for each child (a range of 0 to7), with only 7.3% requesting additional

resources. Many parents neither called nor visited any of these resources and

very few visited opre than one (see Table 1). Prom these data it would appear

that many families selected day care of iT visiting only one setting.

Table 1

Number of Resources Parents Call and Visit

Number Resources Called Resources 'Visited

f % f %

None' 206 52.2 274 69.4

1 ' 86 21.8 102 25.6

2 57 14.4 16 4.1 '

3 46 11.6 . 3 .8

Total : 395 100.0 , 395 99.9

ti

`There appeared to be only one factor concerning the way the CCO als

with families that affected success or failure in arranging child care through

the CCO's referrals. *Whether the CCO performed a search, attempted to 'atch

families to settings, or conducted a face -to -face interview all had no s at- '

istically significant effect on success or failure to arrange child Carle (see

able 2). Searches requiring more calls to families than usual had no ef ect,.

nor did, the time elapsing between request and referral, There is a relatinr

ship b4ween CCO time spent -working with a family and success or, failure

23.73, p<<'.d01); this finding holds up only in treopt-groupsIV, V, VI, and

q
I

J.1 A
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Table 2

CCO Treatment Groups arid Success of
Obtaining Child Care Through the CCO*

Obtain
Cnild Car& 2

CCO Treatment Group.

or 7 Total3 4 or 5 16

No

Yes

Total

36

17

(38)

(15)

53

51

15

(47)

(19)

66

84

33

(84)

(33)

117

83

34

(84)

(33)

117

.254

99

353

'4
2
= 1.41

*Expected v lues shown in parentheseg

_

VII where f ilies often dropped out of the system early upon realizing that

they would of receive immediate referrals'from the CCO. In addition, there

were very ew characteristics of families and children which affected success

' or failur in arranging child care through CCO referrals. The immediacy of

the need,'the presence of an unusual work schedule, the reason a parent is

workin: and using child care, mother's work status, family socio-economic

Status, parents' marital status, age of the child, and whether more than

one ild needed care all do not affect the likelihood of obtaining child

car- through the CCO. There was a moderate relationship with family income

= 3.6, p < .25) such that families with moderate incomes had .gxeater

n expected success and families with low and high incomes had less than ex-

p cted success (See Table 3). There was also a relationship with family stress

( %
2
= 8.05, p < .025) such that families in low stress situations experienced

less than the expected success and families in mode?ate and high situations

experience more than the expected rate of success (See Table 4).

1) rl 5



Table 3'

Family Income and Likelihood of .

Obtaining Successful Placement*

id the Family .

ind, Child Care'

Through the CCO?

Family Income

$0.4,999 $5-9,999 $15,000-i- Total

No 26 (23) 35 (40) 25 (23) 86.-.

/.;

Yes 8 (11$ 25 (20) 9 (11) 42

Total 34 60 34 128

.

7:
2
= 3.62, p <.25

*Expected values shown in parentheses

Table

F ly Stress and Likelihood of
Obtaining Successful Placement*

'Did the Family.

Find Child Care
Through tne CCO?

Low

Family Stress

Medium High Total

No 73 (64) 39 (42) 26.(32) 138

Yes 22 (31) 24 (21) 21 (15) 67

Total 95 63 47 205

1.2= 8.05, p<.925

*Expected values shown in parentheSes

t-
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Further, the CCO staff spent less time on families in less stressful sit-

uations than on those in more stressful situations (F = 5.106, p (.01).

Ce0 staff spent a mean of 59 minutes per child among low-stress families

and 67 minutes per child among high-stress families. It is impossible to

say whether families demanded this extra time. or staff wembers were very

responsive to high-stress families, butthis may help to explain the higher

rates of child care placement among high-stress families.

The evaluation design also involved looking at factors which, might affect

the CCO's time and effort spent on placemerit assistance. The only variable

related to CCO time was the number of children involved; when two or more

children were involved, the CCO spent less time per child on placement

assistance than when only one child was involved (F = 7.48, 1)4.01). Place-

ment procedure, type of setting sought, unusual schedules, and age of the
4

child did not appeA to affect CCO time. Two variables appeared to affect

CCO effor in conducting the search. When two or more children required

care, the staff made fewer calls per child (F = 5.85, p.25). Also, when

families required care around an unusual work schedule, the staff tended

to make mo e calls on the vacancy search (F = 6.56, p < .01).

Furthe , the evaluation design asked when and why families withdraw

from the pl cementassistance program without finding child care. Most

families did not withdraw during the actual placement assistance process,

but indicate" their withdrawal at the time of follow-up; 18% withdrew

between the .ime of the request and the time the search was done, 18% in-

dicated their withdrawal at the timethe referral was made, and 63% indicated

their withdra al during the first or a subsequent follow-up. Most of the ,

families who ose not to usd*CCO-referred facilities made their decision

after, not bef re, receiving CCO counseling and efforts at parent education.

CCO treatment p ocedures did affect the point of withdrawal (See table 5);

families receiving personal interviews (treatment'groups IV and V).', tended

to withdraw earlier than others, possibly resisting the time-consuming,

face-to-face interview, Among the reasons which parents gave for withdrawing,

19% indicated tnat they had changed their minds about what they planned to do;

43% withdrew because they arranged child care through resources, to which the

CCO did not refer them; 19% either could not handle the CCO procedures or were

,s
1)) 1j0d
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unavailable for follow-up; and 18% withdrew' either because the CCO could

not find wnat they wanted or they decided to continue with previous arrange-

ments.

Table ,5

CCO Treatment and.the Point a Family-Withdraws
From the Placement. Assistance Process*

Point of
Witndrawal

2 3

CCO Treatment Group

6 & 7 Total4 & 5

Request
Through 0 (18) 8 (10) 28 (16) 13 (15) 49

Search

Referral 1 (J) 12 (9) 14 (15) 19 (15)

First or

.46

'Subsequent 40 (26) 30 (31) 42 (53) 50 (52) f 162

Follow-up

Total 41 50 84 82 257

2
= 4407, p<.001

*Expected values shown in parentheses

at

There was some relationship between the reasons given and the point of

withdrawal (X
2

= 14.71, p< .025) such that families withdrawing because of

CCO procedures or their unavailability for follow-up did ?&-Irery early in

the process while families who chose other settings informed the CCO of

this decision most frequently on follow -up (See Table 6). The staff has
1

specullted that while many families do ndit use CCO referrals they benefit

from efforts to help them define their needs and priorities, from the

counseling, and from efforts to, inform them on how to select and use day

care, but they apply this information in t eir selection of a resource

recommended by friends and relatives.

7
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-The evaluation design involved contacting all families who had obtained

'a child care placement throuth the CCO at a point 6 months after the place-
,-

ment began to determine the outcomes of that placement--how long the arrange-

ment,lasted, how satisfied the fainily was with it, and how parents evaluated

theinekperience of working with the CCO. The staff reached 85% of the

families at this point,and obtained, at least, data on date of termination

of the khildcare arrangement from the caregiver. The staff was somewhat

more successful in reaching families, receiving intensive follow -up (Groups

V and VII) because of the/greater frequency of contact with them. Six

months after pladement, 74% of the children were no longer in their child

care arrangement, while 26% were continuing. The reasons giVen for term-

ination were varied (see Table 7), with 32% terminating because of routne

changes in situations and 29% because the arrangement was, in some way,

unsatisfactory..

Table 7

Reasons for Termination of Child Care Arrangements

. Reasons f,

Caregiver moved or
went out of business 9 12

ONO Need no longer exists 6 8

Family moved 9 12

Setting unsatisfactory
for the parent 8 11

Settidg inappropriate_
for the child 9 12

Arrangement unsatisfactory
for the caregiver 5 7

Other .,
....... 17 23

Unable to locate . 4 12 16

Total 75 101
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In order to halve a point for comparison of data obtained throughtpllow-

up, the evaluation design called for another group which did not obtain child

care with the CCO's assistance (Group I). The staff interviewed the parents.

of 12 children, all of whom were still using their child care arrangements

at that time. These children included seven males and five females, ranging

in age from1 year, 7 months to 7 years, 7 months. Eight were in family

home care and four in a center, while eight received care Monday through

.
Friday full-time, three received regular part-time care, and one was unde-

termined.

Stability, operationally defined as the duration the child care arrange-

ment lasted, has varied widely among the 101 children included in the evalua-

tion. Some children never actually went to the setting at all or went for

only 4 or 5 days, while others stayed well beyond the 6-month point. There

appeared to be some sort of relationship between the procedures the CCO used

with these families and stability but not in any of the ways hypothesized

in thq original evaluation design (see Table 8).

Table .8

CCO Treatment and Duration
(In Days) of the Child'Care Arrangements

CCO

Treatment % Mean

Duration (In Days)

,

Range

Group I 423 362 12 90-999+

Group II 103 92 17 0-228

Group III 98 82 15 0-210

Group IV 112 61 15 17-188

Group V 84 81 18 0-249

Group VI 70 5 17 0-215

Group VII 157 80 17 4-250

.
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The data for Group I is not comparable to others since some of these

children attended the same setting for 3 or more.years, and such extensive -

follow -up information was not available for the other groups. The 'match"

procedures did not appear to lead to more stable arrangements than the non-
,

match, (5 = -.15, n.s.) the face-to-face interview did not enhance a family's

chances of making a stable arrangement, (3 . -.55, n.s.) and while'intensive

follow-up appeared to help where there was no face-to-face interview, (e? = 56,

p < .001) it did not help where there was (6( = 86, n.s.). The relationship.

appears to be complex and influenced by little-understood factors.

In addition'to the CCO procedural variables, the design hypothesized

that some family characteristics might also affect stability of'child care

arrangements. The presence of stress in a family situation, however., did not

appear to have any relationship to stability (by Kruskel-Wallis One-Way ANOVA,

= 3.8 at 5 d.f.), nor did the reason a family sought child care. Whether

the reason was that the parent had a financial need to work, the parent was

working for self-actualization, or the child was to be in day care for the

group experience, there was no difference in the duration of the placement.

There did not appear to be a relationship between parents' marital status and

stability (3 = -.23); children of single parents did not appear to remain in

child care arrangements for longer than children of married parents.

Staff looked at families' satisfaction with child care-a xaageM'ents in

terms of, several different indicators including: "Would you recommend the

setting to a friend?" "How well did it meet your desired in regard to times

available?" "How well in terms of cost?" and "How well in terms of location?"

The overwhelming pattern in the responses to these questions is one of satis-
.,

faction with the child care arrangements. This high level of satisfaction I

extends to Group I as well. Ninety percent say they would recoifimend the

/*U.
setting to a friend. Seventy-seven percent were extremely tisfied 'with the

--T, .

times their setting was available and none were dissatisfied on a 4-point
.

scale). Three percent said they were not at all satisfied with the cost, and

61% said they were extremely satisfied. This pattern is so strong, it is' --
40'

-_,difficult to see relationships with other variables such as CCO procedUres or

family characteristics. Families who expressed dissatisfaction with thei;, ,

arrangements appeared to be responding to circumstances which were unique in
. .

every case. One can only speculate about whether most settings really had

2
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been so successful in meeting families', needs or whether parents could not

acknowledge that they were not pleased with the arrangement to which they

had been entrusting their children for that periOd of time.

In an attempt to obtain parents' evaluation of the CCO, the 6-month

,follow -up included several queStions about their experience including: "How

satisfied were you with the amount of time required to find child care through

the CCO?" "Would you use the CCO in the future; should the need arise?"

"Would you or have you recommended the CCO to a friend?" Responses to these

.-questions, again, show a pzedominant pattern of satisfaction, and Group

reported no more dissatisfaction with their experience than anyone else. Three

percent were somewhat 'dissatisfied with the time involved while 66% were ex-

tremely satisfied (on a 4-point scale). Ninety-five percent 'indicated they

would use tae CCO again, either exclusively or in conjunction with other

efforts. Ninety-two percent said they would recommend the CCO to a rciend;

in fact, many indicated they had already done so.

The parents who have come to the CCO tend to be highly motivated to

arrange some sort of child care and. were not at all inclined to critize a

service that had somehow succeeded in helping them.

The Model Counseling and Coordination Office

Based on experience in the CCO and on the arising from the evaluation,

the staff has developed a model for the Counseling and Coordination Office

which should be applicable to the needs of a wide variety of communities and

industrial settiqgs.
7 The CCO offers a resource information bank on day care

and other child-related services, counseling and support for families, and

a referral service. In addition the CCO works well as a center for a:variety

of additional service and as the impetus for the development of new programs

as they are needed.

The resource information bank is a critical tool for the CCO,,and its

development and maintenance should receive the highest priority. It, is essential

that a basic set of information he assembled before anyone in the CCO attempts

to work with families, although the task of maintaining and extending this



information required a continuing effort that is never completed, In areas

where day care settings are licensed, lists of the licensed settings should

be shared with an agency Wuch as the CCO, -and where licensing agencies are

reluctant, the CCO should insist.

Through experience in using this information bank, the CCO staff has

found that the notions of "quality" information and "quality evaluation" of

settings are fraught with reliability and validity problems. Rather, there

appear to be-two types of information which a CCO needs to have on settings.

One is logistical or bdsiness information such as location, fees, and hours of

operation; most caregivers provide this type of information readily by phone,

and many centers can share it in printed brochures. The other is information

on program and caregiving styles and provides some notion of what a child's

experience may be in this setting. This might include how structure or un

structured the setting, whether caregivers see themselves as "teachers" or

nurturant figures, presence and type of educational experiences, cultural values

expressed in the setting and many other characteristics.. Most of this information

can only be obtained if staff members visit the setting personally, although

caregivers are often able to convey some of it during, phone conversations. The

Project's experience is that a combination of visiting settings and maintaining

relationships with caregivers by phone is essential of the CCO staff is to

provide comprehensive level of service. One this wealth of information is acquired,

its organization should not be neglected; a system which allows ready accesibility

and easy updating is preferred, perhaps using 5 x 8 or laiger cards in a

visible file or 'open box.

One further point about the CCO's relations with child care resources has

grown out of experience in relating to the Center and the Family Home Gare Program._

It_is that the CCO should never be the front door or the only point of entry to

ally, child care service. It should not be obligated to provide referrals to "fill

up" a service ormake it viable. On the other hand, iteould operate independently

'oi both, free to speak out as the child's advocate and able to mediate among the

Anterests of all parties.

Experience and evaluation results have also shaped the way theCCO

staff 'rks with parents, both in the counseling relationship and referral. Just
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as there are stab types of information to obtain regarding settings, there

are two types of information to obtain regarding families. The logistical,
v. 4

including location, what the family can afford to pay, and the age of the

child, is critical information and can so limit the number of settings

available to a family that it must be resolved first. Other considerations,

such as the child's health and development, family culture and values, and

the program characteristics that parents desire may also be taken into account.

It has often been the experience in the CCO that "good" settings are such

a scarce resource that it is often impossible to take into account all of

a,family's individual needs and preferences.

Evaluation in the CCO has shown that any one set approach to dealing

with any family, whether it involves a quick referral over the phone or an

extensive personal. interview, is not the most effective approach. Some parents

have neitner the time nor the interest for extensive discussions while others

do not feel tney have received adepuate attention unless they give the coun-

selor extensive information on the child's development and the family's needs.

It works best if counselors can be flexible in offering the level of service

a family relates to best.- It is also important that the counselor be sensitive.

enough to step in with additional service and assistance when a family-is in

a stressful situation and their needs, perhaps, are more difficult to meet.

Through data obtained in follow-up the CCO has found that it is also important

for counselors Co:be sure that the settings to which they refer families can,

indeed, provide the.pxomised services and fill the expected needs. Further,

it.is critical to separate thevaluqs og families and caregivers from those

of the CCO staff, recognizing that staff values may often have little or no

bearing oh what works for everyone else.

The opportunities for parent education.have proven to be an important

aspect of the counseling service. Helping families to determine what their

needs and priorities are) how to go about ffpding day care, what to look fpr

in a setting, and what sorts of questions to ask can be important. The staff

has also found that, contrary to first year findings, parents are able to

address child developmen sues in their questions. This, however, comes

only after the counselor h assured parents that their immediate need for

a day care arrangement can be met. The CCO staff has also obServed that

while many families chose day care settings recommended by. others, they did

1.)
5
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so after the discussions with the CCO. Staff members believe that many

parents benefit from the education and counseling they receive, regardless

of what facility tney use in the end.

In the final phase of working with families, follow-up has proven to be

a vital step, both in providing a measure of the office's effectiveness and a

further opportunity to counsel and assist with problem solving around day

care. Effective follow-up comes at least twice, a week after referral and a

month,or so after placement. Through this counselors can discover what effects

tney nave had on families, provide additional services, and assist parents in

building more positive relationships with caregivers.

Although it is important that the CCO remain free of obligation to refer

families to any specific setting, it has turned out that the CCO works well in

combination with other child care programming. The relationship with thp support

and training program for day care mothers has worked for the advantage of both.

While few families come back to tne CCO with prbblem8 not relating to day care,

many problems do come to light, through the setting, and caregivers come to

tne programs for assistance. At this point the CCO and others can join

forces to intervene and assist both families and caregivers with additional

services. Tne,CCO has -also been' ableto acd4ulate and share data on what

kinds of programs and services :appear to:be,in great demand and short supply
,

and to: act as a cata4ist and .stimulus pO'ney,Pr6gr.4s,
; -



Chapter 6

Discussion.

The original mbdel of the Child Card Project promised not only to set

up and operate several different-child care programs bif also to interrelate

them into a total, coordinated system. The experience of working with this

model enables us to address a number of.issues which cut across programs and

relate.totall aspects of the Project. These issues include the establishment

of individual programs, the coordination of Project components, administrative

structure, the peregrinations of the Advisory Board, training in child care,

integration of evaluation with serviceir dissemination and its community impact,

parents and day care, the coordination of health, educational, and welfare

services and coordination with the University of Colorado Medical Center.

In spite of staggered start-up times, establishing each program so that

it ran smoothly and fulfilled its basic functions proved to be exceedingly

difficult. The Center struggled with endless crises for 18 months and did

not really run,smoothly until the last 6 months of its operation.,'The Family

Home Care Program, staffed ihdeary, 1973, limped along until August, having

recruited only four day care motners. It did not begin to work with significant

numbers of day care mothers until September, 1973. The School-Age Program

began in June, 1973, ran smoothly through the summer, and then began to dis-

integrate when it moved into a closer relationship with the Center. The CCO

did not begin to develop its own identity as a separate program until the

second year of funding. These struggles to put programs into operation ran

concurrently with the Prpject Director's efforts to coordinate the'total model

and with -the continual administrative structuring and resrtucturing.

Chapman, the Project Director, seemingly intended that staff members_

not restrict their attention to one program and isolate themselves from the

rest of the Project: everyone was to be concerned with the total model. This

especially affected middle-level staff. Once the Center had opened its doors,

Portnoy was not permitted to devote full attention to working out the areas of

difficulty. She had to involve herself in workihg with Hebeler in the Family

oft
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Home Care Program, surveying and planning for a School-Age Program', and

setting up a symposium on child care. Before tha CCO had an adequate re-

source bank and the means to answer the'critical questions about its function,

Barnes was drawn away to provide supportive services to the Center, search for

facilities and staff for the School-Age Progum, and work with Chapman on a

variety-of total Project concerns. e

Project energies were further dissipated by pressures frobrOCp to begih

dissemination prematurely; staff was to write papers, organize symposia, and

disseminate the Project's results in a variety of other ways, long before the

entire model was in operation. Even though she believed -the pressure from

Washington was unreasonable, Chapman did not resist the change 'in emphasis but

incorporated it into her overall Project concern, passing on the increased

diffusion toBarnes and Portnoy. They, in turn, conveyed the message to the

.

rest of the Project staff.
40

The spirit of the times favored total involvement. Anyone who wished to

be involved with only their own.program component was viewed as uncooperative:

they certainly did not understand the goals of the total project. In their

zeal to be coordinated, however, staff most frequently achieved diffusion of

effort.

Ironically, the only circumstances under which a program did attain

stability was when its staff rejected pressures for diffusion and insisted upbn

isolating itself (to some extent) in order to focus on that,program. This is

clearly what nappened when Artzer took over the Family Home Care Program and

when Van Vlack built a fence around the CCO. McKee, who became Director of

the Center during its finalmonthA,...A.nd Wendell, during the first summer of

the School-Age Program, were less subject to these pressures and also able to

concentrate on their own programs. These approaches worked, resulting in

smoothly-running programs, but the pressure eb diffuse energies did not abate.

When Artzer insisted that all communications to day care mothers go through her,

she was accused of placing the interests of her own program ahead of the total

Project. When Van Vlack refused to leave the undernourished resource bank and

the parents desiring placement assistance to be a substitute child care worker .

for a few days, she was told "How can you expect child care workers to under-

stand and value the CCO if you won't go over and:help out?"
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In retrospect, it appears that the ambitious effort to establish a

model comprising several components and interrelating them into a whole took

the wrong strategy. Insisting that all staff be responsive Co all components

of the Project, whether or not they were capable of spreading their attention,

did.not work. An alternative procedure could have been, first, to charge each

staff member with implementing a speciffccomponent of the Project. Initially,

only the-Project Director would be concerned with-the interrelationships among

components ad4 would take a role of supporting each staff member as he turned

Ls component into a smooth and successful operation. Only then would the

vProject,Director attempt to facilitate the coordination of the total Project,

,working closely with the staff in each component, communicating to them an

understanding of the total Project, helping thern_to see what they could give

'and gain by relating.to the total mode, and then leading the way in implementing

a network of interrelationships.

The repeated administrative structuring and restructuring (as outliged
,

in Chapter 2) also appeared to hinder more than help in the implementation of

Project goals. Just as staff began to adapt to one change, the equilibrium

was shattered with another. Staff members were hired to fill specific positions

in the'original structure; when positions were redefined, existing staff

members were reshuffled to fill the new position, whether they fit or not.

People often found themselvesin positions for which their training, experience
?

andinclination did not equip them. In the face of this unstable and very

difficult situation, many staff'members, particularly the secretaries, performed

well beyond expectations, contributing far more to the Project than their

titles and pay would indicate. For others, such as child care workers, the

experience was destructive and intolerable.

One of the structures intended to facilitate coordination of the various

project components and services was the Advisory Board.
8 The Board, to be

composed of parentconsumers'representatives.from relevant Medical Center pro-
.

fessions, and students and/for employeesiwas to advise Project staff on policy

and operations, inform staff of parents concerns and desires, and provide staff

Wit professional advice in the areas of psychological, social, and medical

services. They were to review and respond to all program philosophies and plans

for implementation, but rarely did the Board deal with any Project components

other than-the Center (and occasionally the School-Age Program).

V I?
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.r"

The Board's emphasis.on the Center came from-several areas. .First, the
--

Advisory Board was a direct outgrowth of the Steering CoMmittee, Several-
:-

members of this committee became membeis of the AdyiSoiYBoard. The Steering

Committee's original orientation-waste provide a.day care center for Medical

Center employees. Naturally, wheh the Project.was funded, the Center was
_

where-their main interests lay. Second, parent.representatives came ex=

elusively from the Center; it,is impossible to interest parents who had used

the referral services, family home care az...school-age programs in participation

on the Board, particularly since the early operation of the CCO; directed parents
.

almost exclusively to the Center program and the Family Home Care and School-

age components were not yet operational. By the time these programs were
, --

functioning, the Advisory Board was already firmly established as serving

the Center.

A great deal of time was spent orienting the members to the Project It'

seemed like a never-ending,tsk. Chapman felt that "getting the Board s arted

and keeping it going was the most weafing task in the initial grant implementation.

(November Report, p.10). For example, even before that Center opened; a group

on the Advisory Board advocated Center care for infants. Although Project staff

repeatedly explained the philosophical reasons, and developmental appropriateness

issues and licensing requirements, the group persisted; they could not wait
. .

six months for the development of the Family Home Care Program.' Staff com-
,;.--

,_promised. When the Center opened, 2 1/2-year-olds were included. (Parents

continued to pushwouldn't the Center accept children who were "developmentally"

2'1/2?) This issue is illustrative of the kind of power struggle that went on

between Board members and Staff. The Board was not content with an advisory

role; they ranted to determine policy.

Many of the problems thg Board encountered could have ,been.alleviated if

definite structure, definition of goals and channels of authority, had been

developed beforehand, but Staff initially believed that a passive posture with

respect to..parentswould yield information uncontaminated-by Staff biases.

The moat consistent-information we obtalned was that parents need structure.

TUrning the Advisory Board loose with a copy of the grant proposal and the

mandate to advise was similar to giving a group a complicated game without

a rule hook and expecting them to play proficiently.

(
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Board meaiers struggled unsuccessfully with understanding total Project

goalS, but whcb they narrowed their scope to one Project component, the

-Conkezr, they functioned smoothly. In this area the Boards recommendations

. and advice were well-received and helpful. When Chapman informed the Board

Of the decision to close the Center in August, 1974, instead of May, 1975,

-.---becanse of reduced federal participation, members of the Board and parents

at the Center banded, together and worked vigorously to find either

alternate funding to keep the Center open or a less expensive location for it.

An indication of the'Board's Osition in the Project was that when they

were not able to find alternatives for keeping the Center opeh, thi Board

began to disintegrate. Members seemed to have little interest in the Project

as a whole and it became difficult to arrange meetings. After a few attempts

at meeting, the chairperson declared the Board defunct.

Project experience has also provided information on ways to approach a

variety of other issues relevant not only to this Project but to the field of

child care. These include training and evaluation as well as otherS.

The Project proposed to develop extensive training efforts both in the

Center and the Family Home Care Program. Early work in both of these areas

was based on,a sort of "medical model." Staff took the approach that "We

professionals are here toltrain you non7professionals,"-"We know what's best

for you," and "This may not appear to be a comfortable approach, but if you'll

just go along with it, you'll see in the end that we were right." This

attitude manifested itself in the initial "academic" training child care

workers received in the Center and in the use of the Center to the virtual

exclusion of homes as training ground in the Family Home Care Program. Staff

training during this time also tended to thnphasize cognitive stimulation and

behavior management, neglecting nurturance as a critical aspect in caring for

very young children. In retrospect, it appears to us-that a more effective

approach would be to begin with child care workers and day care mothers at

the point where they are, helping them to develop a philosophy of child

caring and incorporating tateir input into the training schedules. Training,

should draw on the experiences of child care workers and day care mothers in

their.dailycontacts with children in order to provide specific and concrete'

information on how to deal with coftmon situations and in order to reinforce

those intuitive responses which. will work to the benefit of children.

1
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pofore&Thin
Of implementing evaluation and research in, essentially,

a service project, has recurred in many projects in many fields besides

child care. Our experience has been that evaluation and service must be

closely integrated, paiticularly at two specific points. First, people

responsible for delivering service must have input into planning the eval-

uation, developing the questiond to be addressed and selecting the criteria

by which the program should' appropriately be evaluated. Second, service

staff must be involved in the process by which information derived from

this evaluation is fed back into the program to stimulate adaptive changes.

Integration at these points will not occur unless staff members involved in

service delivery have a clear understanding of the purpose of evaluation and

are nighly committed to it and unless there is high-quality communication

between those staff members who are more involved in delivering services and

those who are more involved in evaluation.

Tne Project has invested enormous energy in dissemination efforts, both

at the community level and on a.wider scale (see Appendix F and G for a listing

of these). Excluding the more permanent publications and film, the efforts

producing the most enduring results appear to be the work of the Family Home

Care Program with the Denver Day Care Mothers' Association and the work of the

CCO with the Community Child Care Referral Service. These two efforts had

several characteristics in common: both involved long-term and fairly 'intensive

relationships; both involved community groupd which were very committed\to what

they wanted to do in child cape; and both involyed bringing these groups into

close contact with only one component of the ProjeCt. Other, less successful;_
,

efforts involved groups with dubious committments, less intense or less durable

project interests, and/or less clear identification-with a spe&ific Project

component. We have never come i contact with anyone who is interested iri

reproducing our total model.

Working with parents in the context of child care has provided insights
- -

which we did not have atthe onset of the Project:7geed surveys asking parents

in a medical center or an industry or a community whether they would like to

have a child care center or a summer day camp are not effective ways assessing

families' needs. Without seeing an actual program (and even when they do see it)

many parents are unable to determine whether it will be appropriate for their
- _

,
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children: Further,.medical centers, federal funding, and demonstration

projects all have a "halo" which-they may not have earned; parents may

pressure programs carrying these labels to take-all of their children, whether

it is appropriate or not, We have found that it is'only through the ex-
'.

perience of worlesing with parents and caregivers as they work with'each other

that we can begin to determine what types of programs re absent and needed.

IFinally, Project expellence has offered, valuable ins g t into the problems

of coordinating additional health, educational, a ervices beyond

routine chip! care. Our experience has been that ivers; irst; and

parents, second, aze the people best -equipped to detect problems with children.

Testing and screening programs are no match for an expetienced, obserVant,

and sensitive caregiver; it is critical that a project such as this foster

and facilitate is capacity among. caregivers. It As also critical that ,-

the next steps be taken, that resources be foune'which can help with the

problem and that follow-up occur to monitor outcome's. This is an activity

which cannot be handled by one person;dt must-be shared with everyone coop-

ernting4O facilitate it and with a prompt sharing of information on resources

by anyone who has such i formation. The Staff'member who is closest to the

problem will be most committed to,fidding'h, resolution, and s/he should be
-

responsible for following through, .but s/he shoulcralso receive, the active
,

Support and cooperation, from the rest of the project stafE., This is an

activity which should pot,he conducted it isolation but 2hould be integrated

into daily cara---g6ing with children.

,of the most important obligations a research and demonstration project

takes upon itself is to assure some continuation of services after Federal

. funding 'terminates. Several members of the Child Car Project staff met
AP .

throughoUt the years with MediCal Center admin tra irs, encouraging the

Medical Center to assume financial support for at least part of the PrOject''s

__programs., To Medical Center administrators, child care wag:an extremely low

priority service, but, finally we were informed that funds for one person. had

bean requested. for the Personal Benefits division to carry ori Counseling-
,

CoOrdination Office functions,. the'time the budget was actually submitted

to the state ;legislature, ifiatone person was to take careof.hslusing and
,

Tnaurance in additio,h to child care counsel-1Si and referring.' The. Joint

X
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/
Budget Committee has never looked kindly on Medical Center Budget requests;

the Personnel Benefits person was one of the first items to be cu t.

l'
.

Proje. taff:,always read Medical Center administration as apathetic

about child care, so "it came as no surprise that the !Medical Center will
,.. -

hot .continue any of our services. Fortunately, we had invested energy in

other possibilities for continuation. One staff member has been extensively

inVolvedyith the Deliver Day Care Mothers' Association, which is now develop -

Jrig,into a viable supplirt organization for day care mothers. ,Other staff

embers have served on the advisory board to the Denver Mile High United

Way Child Care-Referral Service. Project support, of this referral agency has

"taken many forts,, from donation of equipment,to ddsigning of forms, to

recommendations for improving service. Part of otavprogram, at least, will

>
survive without Federal support.

,

We ended our three years doing things differently than had originally

een conceived, largely in response to finding out what worked and what did

not. We,have attempted to describe the difficulties, -'as well as the successes,

, in such ways as to ease the path of others who might undertake similar

/ .
1

ad-
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Notes

1Proje t history is treated in greater detail by Jane E. Chapman,

Personal Pe s ectives {unpublished report, 1975).

2'For More detailed information see the initial grant application

and addendum.

'

3For more detailed information see the initial grant application,

second year grant application, Year I progress report, and November, 1972

progress report.

4For details refer to the Year I progress report.

5Copies of all forms used in the Project may be found in the Year I

progress report appendices.

6For more extensive discussion of the CCO research design, see the

Year I progress report, chapter VII.

7-For a detailed account see Van Vlack, Blatt and Barnes, "Organizing

for Counseling and COordination in Colorado," in Child Care: A Comprehensive

Guide, Vol. II, edited by S. Auerbach (in press).

8Because the Advisory Board disbanded in January, 1973, its hiStory

and description of functioning are not treated in this report. For details,

see previous Project reports audthe outside evaluation report.

.JOU ,) 5
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Appendix A .

The Problem Pacer

'44.' e

48

Where Dp Problems Come From?

Between October 1, 1973 and May 1, 1974, 147 problem papers were

originated. Of these, 237 (93 %) came out of model service settings, 3 (2%

from community resource settings, and 7 (5%) from the pre-placement activities. ;

Of the 140 (95%) problempapersoriginated after placement, 72 (51%) came

from the Center, 64 (46%) came from the Family Home Care Program,/and 4, (3%)

from the School-Age Program. '1

When problems are divided according to classification an interesting

difference appears. Center problems fell largely into child- and family-

focused problems (67/72 = 93%) as opposed to caregiver /setting- and counseling-

coordination processed-focused problems (5/72 = 7%). Family home care problems

sorted 19/64 (30%) into the child and family categories and 45/64 (70%) into

the caregiver/setting and counseling - coordination process categories. This

difference is highly significant (chi-square = 12.04, df = 1, p4;.001). Center

problems accounted for 56/77 (75%) of child-focused problems and family home

care accounted for 40/45 (89%) of caregiver/setting-focused problems.

.
What Kind of Problems Occur?

Of the 147 problems in all categories 83 (56%) were child- focused, 12

.(6%) were family-focused; 47 (32%) were caregiver /setting- focused, and .5 .(3%) ,

.- were connseling-coodination process-focused. The two major sub-categories

of child-foeu ed problems were emotional/behavioral (55/83 = 66%) and Health/

k\w'''
evelopMenial ( /83,!= 34%). Within the health/developmental sub-category

health problems (including speech problems) accounted for most entries (24/28 =

86%) with 3/28. (11%)developmental problems and 1/28 (3%) referral for
,

pXdpbylaxis. .

..
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Who Identifieh-Probias?- _

Fifty perCent-oi all,problems (72/147) were identified by the care:fiver,
T .

33% (48/147),were ideitified:bx the parent. _Within the Child-fpcused_category

roughly:.the,Snme pereentageSheld'(52% Caregivers, 34% parents).

Health and_develppmental screenings _accounted for only` 3/83 (4 %) of the
.

_child-focused problems, Tke CieitPT Director identified only 1 (1Z) child

focused problem, the-Coordinator of .Special Services identified 2 (2%) child -

focused problems.:

Within the'caregiver/setting-fOcused category (which came largely from
. _

family yhome caresettings) cnregiv'ArS identified 30/47 (64%) -of the. problems;

_pa
-

nps, 91147'(15i); II the Setting'visitor/director identified 7/47 (15%).

The remaining:,1/47';(2%)'was identihed.by the interviewer.

Who Gets'Involved?

The most frequently involved person is thecaregiver (857, of all problems,

79% child and family problems, 961 caregiver/setting and process problems).

Next, was the Director of the Center or Family Home Care Program (54% of all

problems; 33% ofdchild and family problems; 85% of caregiver/setting and

process problems). Ranked thirdis the child's mother '(44% of all problems;

59%child and family problems; 15%'Caregiver/setting and process problems).

Fourth pl,ice was the Coordinator of Special Services (26.5% of all problems;

. 31% of child and family problems; 13% of Caregiver/setting and process problems).

CCO research assistants were next in line (14% of all probleMs; 13% child

- and family problems; 15% caregiver/settings and family problems). A consultation

referral was involved'in only % of child and fhmily problems (0% caregiver/'

setting and process problems).

Direct services were used in 20% of child and faMily problems (0% caregiver/

setting and process problems). On these occas=ions, 14/19 (74%) were obtained

from the MediIal Center, 4/19 (21%) were obtained from private, ources (another

agency was used for the remaining direct service referral).

How Much Time Do Problems Take?

Most problems S116/1147 m 79%) ,received immediate action involving a single 4`.*

3 0 0
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contact in the form of counseling or other verbal exchanges of information.

No time measures are available on these problems. The remaining 31 problems

'(21%) involved further action. No single category of problems contributed more

than any other to problems involving further-action. These problems are not
.

necessarily more major compared with the single contact problems, but do

involve contacting outside agenCies. 'Problems getting extended action took

a median of 25 days to be resolved (range 5-96 days).

Considering each' individual's time spent on problems involving extended

action, child care workers spent an average of 41 minutes perlproblem (17

problems), the Coordinator of Special Services spent 60 minutes per problem

(16 problems), the Family Home Care Director spent 94 minutes per problem (7

problems), and CCO research assistants spent 64 minutes per problem (5 Problems).



Week, I

Week II

Appendix B

Curriculum for Family Home Care Training

January, 1973 - August, 1973

4.

Orientation
Intellectual and cognitive development in children
Activities for cognitive growth

Emotional and social development
Communication with children
Discipline
Activities for emotional and social development

_Week III Gross motor and fine motor development
Activities to promote motor development

_

----Week IV

Week V.

Developmental assessment
Licensure

--

-Safety-first aid

", Week-VI Nutrition
Cooking for,children

Week VIII,

FHC
-.'Dealing with parents

Policies

Review, questibns, preparation for business

Projects for FHC Training'

44

Case Study bf-child Alp

-,,-- _Order equipment (safety stops Of apors,--electric outlet covers) -
-.,

Build a first-4d kit
Nake.a-recipe..book and bring several for all to have

Apply_for iibensure, zoning variance

40-

VP_
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Date

Oct. 2*

Oct. 4

Oct. 9*

Oct. 11 ,

Oct. 16*

Oct. 18

Oct.., 23*
4.

:Ott. 25
.

Time

94 p.m.

779 p.m.

_

Appendix C

Family Home Care Program

October, 1973

Location

Child Care Center
1001 Jasmine

Melissa fncker
Day Care Home

9-4 p.m. .Uta Pott
Day Care Home

'7-9 p.m. . CA* Bedell
DayCare Home

9- 4.p.m. Child Care Center

-7-'9 p.m* Child Care Center

. 94 -p.m. Child Care,, Center
,

.,-

*Please bring sack lunck.

12

e %***.

$harla Hayward.

bay-Care-Home

i;

Content

Orientation:
planning session
distribute toy lending
library

Setting up a Family
Day Care Home -
Current DCK's will
join us

Morning: visit FDCH
Afternoon: nutrition
film - sharing ideas

t

0 91,

Business Aspects:
taxes, profits,
budgets

Morning: music works
Edna Oliver

Afternoon: visit FDCH

Day Care Moth;rs Assoc.
Workshop: Family Day
'Care Activities, puppets,
homemade toys, mobiled,
games

Mbrning: Boulder Mt.
View Resource Center
Afternoon: visit
Lorraine Rotherham

'Boulder FDCH

Evaluation and
planning session

6

4.0



NcArember 13th.

Family Home Care Program

Workshop-Schedule

November, 1973

Tuesday, 9 -a.m. - 4 p.m.

Location: Child Care Center, 1001 Jasmine
basement

"Infants and Toddlers in the Day Care Home"
planned by Cathy Hall, FDCM

9 a.m. "Kyle and Jamie learn to be friends"
Cathy Hall, FDCM

-10 a.m. Discusion on Infant Care

11 a.m. "On Being Awaref Neurological Problems in
Round Children"
Dr. Hodden,Pediatrfc Neurologist, Fitzsimons
Myieko Horado,Registered Occupational Therapist

Porter Hospital-

.!4, -
12 p.m. lunch - NCO Club, .Lowry *AFB

2-4 p.m. La`Leche League Leaders
"On How to Help the Working Mother who is

Breastfeeding"
Location: Cathy Hall,-221 Olive,'377-0359

November 27th Tuesday 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

- Behavior Modification
(speaker uncertain at this time)

location: Starla Southwick, FDCM
1225 Glencoe, 377-7584

December 4th

December 13th

.Tuesday, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

"Puppet Workshop"
Barbara Cannon, a professional puppeteer -
formerly with Norwood Puppet. Theater - will

join us. We will make our own puppets' and
then practice workingwith them in the

afternoon. -Bring if you can, masking tape,
contacticement, old material, buttons, etc. *-

Location; Child Care Center - basement
1001 Jasmine, 321-3023

Thursday, 7-9 p.m.
Party - a time to get to-know each othv
Location; Connie Artzer-

2330 Irving, 477,-.34921



January 21

7-9 p.m.

January 28

7-9 pop.

February 18

7-9 p.m

February 25

A Speaker unscheduled

7-9 p.m.

Family Home-Tare Program

Workshop Schedule.

January, 1974

MINI=- PROJECTS -,paterials and
equipment will he provided
to make peg boards, bubble-
blowing structures, and bean
bags.

DAY CARE MOTHER MANUAL - to
work on general outline and
individual input.

MAKE-IT-YOURSELF - Starla
Southwick, pay Care Mother
planned this-workshop and
will have materials to make
art and flannel board activities
for children ages 2-4.

BATTERED CHILDREN TEAM

March 18

7-9 p.m.

March 25,"

p.m.-

r.

INFANT STIMULATION - Sally
Newcomer, Day Care Mother
will plan- this workshop

SPEECH THERAPIST
Speaker unscheduled

Donna Nicholls
1038 Dearborn
Aurora, CO 80011

344-8688

Mary White
2374 Glencoe
Denver, CO 80207

377-5540

Day Care Center
1001 Jasmine
Denver, CO 80220

(upstairs)_

Day Care Center
.1001 Jasmine
Denver, CO 80220

Sally Newcomer,

4235 E. 7th Avenue
Denver, CO 80206

333-2288 -

Unscheduled

Stipends for evening carp will be available. Stipends will be mailed out one

week afcer Pact' workshop.

-.

sb
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Date/Time

Sept. 30
6430 p.m.

Oct. 9

Oct. 21

Nov. 13

Nov. 18

Dec. 11

Jan.- 8

Zan. 13,

I

Jan. 20

Feb. 1/

Feb. 28

, .

OCD*

DDCMA+

Family Home Care Program

Workshop Schedule

September, 1974

Potluck

Self-Image of a
Day Care. Mother

OCD Getting Organized-
Business Aspects &

Agreements

c'DDCMA

OCD

DDCMA

DDCMA

OCI)

OCD

Homemade Toys &

Activities

Health and Safety

Christmas Party
for Family Home Care
children

Financial Aspects'
of Family Home Care

Child Psychologist

Denver Developmental
Screening Test
Training Session

OCD Boulder Social Services
Mountain -914 Teacher

Resourcd Center

OCD Family Home Care
Party -' 1

*Off1ce.of-Chil4 Development Child Care Pxojectq

ApenVer Day Care Mother. Association

4.

-90-

Park Towers
1155 Ash
Party Room - 16th floor

First Mennonite Church-
Community Center
430 W. 9th Ave., Basement

Mae Collier, DCH
1075 So. University
Denver, CO. 80209

777-8402

First Mennonite Church

Booth-Memorial
(library)
1001 Jasmine
East Entrance

(unscheduled)

First Neptrionite Church

Sharla Hayward, DCH
4520 Jackson
Denver, CO 80206

388-3347

Booth MOmorial Basement'
1001 Jasmine
Eastgntrance

Boulder,. Colorado

(unscheduled)
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. Appendix D

Illness and Absence Data from-Model Service Settings

The research program, initiated in October, 1973, (See Year I Report,

Chapter 7), offered several hypotheses relating attendance patterns in the

Center and the Family Home Care Program to several family factors. Single

parent families, families expressing financial need as the reason for seeking

child care, or families suffering high stress were hypothesized to have

higher attendance than others. Furthermore, absence due to illness was

expected to be less frequent in children from parent families or

children enrolled in family home care' settings.

An attendance ratio was determined for each child by dividing the number

of days the child attended the setting by the number of days she was enrolled.

Absence due to'illness was similarly expressed as a ratio. groups were

compared using the Mann-Whiineyq Test, converted to / scores (Siegel, 1956).

Single parent status did not affect either overall attendance =

< .19) or absence due to illness ( 5 = p 4 .17).
_ .

Neither financial need as a reason for seekineChild care nor high family

stress was related to attendance-(1 = 1.48; p < .07; = 1.291 p .10 res-

Rectivel

Children enrolled in the Family Home Care Piogram were absent due to

illness significantly less than children enrolled in the Center. (3 =

4.54, p < .001).

Several reasons emerge as possible explanations of the difference

between Family Home Care and Child Care Center absence due to illness:

1. Children in Centers are exposed to more diseases

and,- consequently, are sick more often.

2. Family day care mothers are more tolerant than
Center's taf& in allowing ill convalescing

children' to attend.

3. Family day' baremotherd dre-lesS likely thai4

,centers to charge fdr days when the child is

absent due to illnesd. .#

-91 -
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Appendix E

Third Year Evaluation of

the Family Home'Care Program

The plan for evaluating the Family Home Care Program during the third

year called for collecting data through two interviews with both the new

day care mothers just entering the program,and with the consultants who had

participated before but were shifting to a new role. The first interviews

took place in September before the workshop series began (r1) and the second

interviews in March when all the workshops were finished (T2). Van Vlacki

twepfer and Carpenter fromOtne CCU conducted both sets of interviews.

Sixteen day care mothers participated in this pnase*of the program,

eight consultants .and eight newday care mothers. Their ages ranged from 22

to 50 with a median age of 27. Five-reported a family income of $5-10,000

per year and nine an income of $10-15,000, while two did

lived within the designer-0'd a ±ea surrounding the Medical

largely a series of middle and working-class residential

not report. All

Center (see Chapter 5),

neighborhoods. All

were married and all-except one had children of their own, an average of 2.1

per family. Among all of the day care mothers' children, 45% were under 6

years old.

/7
Many day care mothers entered thlis phase with a certain amount of pro-,

fessional orientation, but the staff was concerned 6h knowing whether the

Workshop experience enhanced this.professionalism. Almost all of'the con-

ltants called themselvei "day care mothers" at both T
1
and T

2'
althotigli

on preferred "day care provider" since it could include men as well.. Among

net& participants at Ti, three called, themselves "day care Mothers" one,

"babysitter", one, "child care worker" and two alternated between "babysitter"

and "day care mothe;." ACT
2
six called them&elves "day care moiher" while

one continue& to uge "child care 'worket" and another continuel to alternate.

There' was a very wide range in the amount of time day care mothers had

been in the field when this program phase began. Consultants' experience rang-
_

ed from 8 monrhs to 20 year's with a median of 5-6 years while new day care

mothers' experience ranged from 1 month to 3 years with a median of one year.

In response to the question '"HoW.Ploni do you plan.to continue in day care?"

two increa3ed their planned tenure from_T
1

to T
2'

one decreased it, seven,
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did not change, and for six it was undertermined. At T2, three intended

to remain in day care indefinitely, three intended to remain for more than two

years, three for 1 to 2 years, two for dess than a year, and five were

uncertain. Most day care mothers considering giving up their day care Comes

. were-thinking in terms of continuing their work with young children,outside

the home,A)ethaps in a.more formalized way. --

.When asked why'they went into family home care in the first place,

10 agy care mothers mentioned wanting to stay home with their own children

and 8 mentioned the money, whether as a supplement to
4
the family income or as

a salary. Other reasons including bringing playmates home for their children

(3), they had "always" done it (2), friends needed day care and presquted

tnem-(2)., wanting to learn about children (1), and the opportunity to use

previous education and training at home (1). In response to the question, "Wily

do you stay in, day care?" at T seven mentioned enjoying working with children

and the type, of work, four mentioned staying-at home with their own children,
. .

and four mentioned they were planning to make,a career of working with children

in one context or anothei. Other reasons included the money, (3); playmates
, .

(1), substitution for having more children of her own (1), bec ause she .feels,

the field is important (1), because of the availability of support and,training

.benefits such as this Project andand following extensive involvement through
,.

the Project, she feeli a sens- e of dedication (1). At .T2, the reasons continued_

' to includ6 the rewards and enjoyment of work with children and their dedication

to the field. At no time, of -course., can they affOrd.to care for dhildren

for nothing.

it'both T
1

and T
2

interviewers asked day-care mothers what kinds of

things created problems in their day care homes and found little difference

between the responses of consultants and new day care mothers. One day care

mother summarized by saying elAs'long as there's children .there's,going to be

problems. You have to get parents to work with you not against you.".

Specific problem areas varied widely: At T
1

two day, care mothers indicated,

that they hl no problems, while others mentioned organizing their home,

being business-minded, and getting parents to pay - them., Working through a
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difficult child related problem when parents are uncooperative was frequently

mentioned; other problems included discipline, planning enough activities

to keep children occupied, developing a Ielationship neither too friendly

ncr too distant with parents, helping one's own child adjust, cnreliable

parents, and arranging for relief. At T2, two day care mothers again said

they had no problems2 indikating this was probably related to taking very.

few .children. Day care mothers frequently mentioned discipline and unreliable

parents. Other .problems included- health, trying to care for too many children,

nelpinga new child adjust, teaching children to share, juggling home life

and day care demands, and dealing with the day care mother's own emotiedal
. .

states.

Interviewers and day care mothers discussed the'supPdrt they were re

ceiving from their families and friends at both T1 and
T2.

Both consultants

and'new day care motherreported receiving increasing support from their

husbands as a function of time (See Table 9).

At T
2

14,of the 16 described,their husbands as very or somewhat supportiye.

Children of day care mothers 4id not follow this pattern but showed more

stability.in-the attitudes their mothers reported (See Table 10). Information.

which day care mothers had on the attitudes_of their friends and neighbors
ar

was more mixed. Few reported'problems with neighbors, but several indicated

their)friends were "admiring" but "think I'm crazy."

In an effort to evaluate the Project's effect on day,care mothers' contacts

with day care people outside their homes, interviewers asked them about con
V

tacts with other day care mothers, associations, support and training programs,

and centers and preschopls. Both consultants' and new day care mothers'

range of acquaintances among other day care mothers greatly.increased over

time. At T consultants reported knowing from,6 to 30, others and at T
2
from

1

15 to 100, while at T
1

new dray care Sothers reported knowing from 0 to 3 and

at T
3

from 3.to 17 (See Table 11). Fdr new day care,mothers the increase

appears to be attributed tOcSntacts With others in the program while for

consultants it appears to be a functionyof increased contacts in the community,

probably whrough day care associations.

Despite this increase in the number df d, care mothers knoWjthere were

few repoets of increased frequency contac Most dpy care'mothers appea-red

t,
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Tabie 9

Is Your Husband Supportive?

Husband Is;

Consultants New DCM's

T
1

All

T
1

T
2.

T
1.,

T
2

T
, 2

Very supportive 1' 2: 3 7

Somewhat 4 3 2 3 6 7'

Tolerant 2 . - 4 1 .6 I-.

Not sUpportive'
0 ':-..

- - 1 . 1

No data 1

Total 8 8 8 8 16 16

Change/Time

Increase 6 3 .9
' I

Decrease 2` 2

Stayed same 1 3 4

Unable to
determine 1 1

Total 8' ) 16

4
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Table 10

How .Do Your Children Feel About Your Day Care Home?

Children Are:

Consultants New DCM's All

T1 T
2

.T
1

T2 T
1-

. T
2

Very enthusiastic

Accepting

.Unhappy

. Undetermined

Total

. 2

2

1

3

8

1

3

1-

3

8

4

4

. 8

4

1

1

2

8

6.'

, 6
.

1

3

16

5

4,.

2

5'

16

Change /Time

Increase

'Degrease

Stayed same

Undetermined

Total

1

3

4

8

1

1

4

2

8 ,

2

6

6

16

//

S

*-7
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Table 11

How Maily Day- Care Mothers Do You-Know?

Number

Consultants New DCM's'
T1 T2 - T1 T2

0

1

2

5

275 .1 2

86-10 1 2

11-20 2 3 4

21-40
I

1 2

~/
41+ 2

Many 2 1

Undetermined 2

Total 8 8 8 8

Change/Time

4

Increase 3 A 8

Decrease

Same' 1

Undetermined 4

" Total 8 8

All
T1

2

5

1 2

1 2

2 7

1 .2

2

2 1

2

la 16

16
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to have one to-three friends they contacted often, but saw other day care

mothers l ?ss frequently at workshops and meetings. Interviewers asked whia..t'-/-

day care mothers generally talked about wheh they got together; 16 said"

"day care," 11 said "children",'i Mentioned "family" and 4 mentioned "personal

subjects" or their on personal inters s anti concerns. Consiiltants did.not

report change over time in the Abmber of day care organi"zations they know of
,

or participated an, but new day care mothers did At T1, six knew of'no

organization other than the Project, while at T2, six knew of at least ones

other. For both consultants and new dey care mothers there. was little change

in the number of support and training programs they reported lapwing about

or participating in. The information which day care, mothers had on centers

and preschools came through experiences with their own and day care children

more than through?' the Project, with most having some contact with at least

one.

In an effort, to understand present relationships in day care homes,

interviewers asked day careVmothers to describe their reltionships with

parents: Several replied that it varies with the failly; other comments

included the following:

"I don't know why, but they think I'm fantstic!"

"Sometimes I think that they really think . . .

you don't have much intelligence or you_wouldn't
be doing this,"

"They like what I'm dbing with the children.;. .

We talk really openly." '

"Brian's parents think of me as a second mother."

"Some of them see me as a prgessional. I've had
the ;experience that many pea* feeling like they
really have someone that,cardSc: Some of them see
me.as hired help. Or you're just to keep my kids."

"I think they see me as a babyhitter, . . Just a
babysitter. I get kind of discciuraged-sometimes."'

"It's different with every parent,. 'It really is.
Of course, theddeal relationshi# isione. . .

where you're not really friends a-a' much as you
respect each other and you sit and, talk about

thing's."

"Sorie of them would see me as a friend. Some of the
parents. . . have the no-care attitude."

..) 119
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"I-have a very good relationship. . . Our families
0 have beCome very close."

"Most of them are friends. 4. . They also know my
background, so they see me as a professional too."

*- "I think Iont a professional for all of the parents
b6t I'm also a friend to some."

"I think they feel very confident when they leave
their children with me."

Most of the daycare mothers felt comfortable to speak to parents about

concerns they may have had regarding a child, but several emphasized approaching

cautiously. One day care mother said that when she had to sharenegative things

about a child, she tried to find positive things to pay at the same time.
, -

Another mentioned being careful so parents would not over-react and several.

expressed, concern over parents punishing a child a second time for the same

misdeed. Most day care mothers also believed that parents were comfortable
.

ab-out-making suggestions or criticisms tothem regarding the care of the child,

although two inditated that that had never happened to them and,apparently,,.

the parents were quite satisfied.

The interviewers also asked day care mothers for their recommendations

on how to establish good working relationships with parents. Several emphasized

the importance of an interview with parents before the arrangement was made to

clarify rations and expectations on both sides. Most found written lists

of rules and written agreements to be'very effective and felt it was important

4-settle the money issue early and definitely. Day care mothers' recommendations

also included the following:

"Just talk-to-e-Nem."

"Start right from the beginning to be open. .

Get the money out Of the way first."

"Show them that yoir best interest is in the
child."

-----"I tell them I'll take them on a trial basis. . ."

"Respect yourself - don't feel likethe people who are
coming to your-house are doing you a favor because
they are not. You are very definitely doing them a

'favor, . . The more you think of yourself, the. more
you're going to do for them."

"Think things through more carefully:"

4)
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"I think having pre- visits and a pre-interviewiwith the

parerits is really essential. . . Having people fill

out forms. . . has reinforced the notion that this'isn't
just a casual relationship."

"Make it very-clear with the parents from the outset- -
this may not be the right setting for your child."

'Take first aid."

As a final portion of-the evaluation, at T2 interviewers asked day care,

mothers to evaluate various aspectS of the program including the workshops,

tne consultant systemother support systems, and program as a whole, and-theii.
t .

own parbicipation in it. Most day care mothers found the workshops to be

very successful on the whole, although several consultants commented on the

repetition of material and others regretted that they could not attend as

often as they might have liked.',--None thought the number of workshops was

right but four felt there were not enough. One commented that they were too

scattered and irregular while another thought they came too close together.

There was great variance in preferences among the workshop subjects. A work-

shox with a child psychologist was mentioned as a favorite by several although

one day care mother did not care for it at all. Other'favorites included a

workshop on homemade toys and the social functions. Several day care mothers

indicated they would have preferred more field trips together and more on

infant care and childsleiielopment.

. ' The program in the third year took an unusual approach of having day

care mothers with previous program experience act as consultants to new day

care mothers rather than sending out a home visitor from the Project staff.

Interviewers asked both consultants and new day care mothers to evaluate this

approach. Several consultants indicated that they did not feel qualified or

prepared for the role and hardly knew where to start. Many ran into difficulty

in arranging a mutually-acceptable time and transportation, ,and some found the

new day care mothers less than anxious to get together. Those who did manage

to arrange visits-had some difficulty in knowing what to say and what to do.

One consultant summed it up by saying "It just. . . didn't happen." 'Newsday

care Mothers were equally dissatisfied with the consultant system. One asked

"What$s the consultant system? I wasn't really inyolved in that." Several

indicated they would have preferred a home visitor who was not also running

10
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a day care home, someone who could devote more time,to it, Who would not

bring her own day care children along,'and who had a wider variety of experience

and resources to draw on in assisting, them. .

Among other support systems available through the program the toy - lending

library aroused the most comment. Most regarded it as a valuable resource

Providing an opportunity to vary their toys and try out some before buying

them, but most felt it was inconvenient to use the library and wanted it available

at tne location where workshops were to be held. Day care mothers also commented

favorably on having the nurses evaluate the children in their home, the money

to pay for alternate child care when they attended workshops and meetings, and

the many written materials.

Also at the second interview staff asked the day care mothers to comment

on the program as a whole, whether it gave tham the type of things they felt

they needed. Most made very favorable comments, particularly referring to the

emotional support they received and the help in getting started and organized.

Several commented on the program's effect on their attitude toward family home

care. One said, "It gave me a new outlook on what really is important about

day care," while another said:

"I really feel like I got more than I thOught I would
out of,it. . . I definitely have a better feeling about ,-
myself because of it. I feel a little bit more pro-
fessional in it. I feel like I definitely have goals
and its not just biding my time."

Two day care mothers also offered some constructive criticism. One entered a

plea for more relief, pointing out that it is very difficult for a day care

pother to take advantage of opportunities to improve herself, to attend meet-

ings and to speak for the interests of,day care mothers if she'is tied to her

home 50 hours each week. The other day care mother, who had been involved

since the initial training efforts in the Spring, 1973, indicated that during

the second and third years the program had been much more supportive,yart-

ieularly since Artzer was not drawn away by too many other Project demands. 1
She felt, however, that the workshops were not as. good as the early training

in that they were based on topics of interest to day care mothers and many

areas, particularly intensive training in early childhood development, were

neglected.
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As a final question, interviewers asked day care mothers to evaluate

their own participation in the program. Regardless of whether they had

been consultants or new day care mothers, all were fairly evenly divided

between those who felt very positive about their experience and those who

felt, because of lack of time or, energy, they were unable to participate as

fully as they. had wished.

From these interviews it is possible to conclude that the Family Home

Care Program did positivily affect the participating day care mothers. In-

creasingly day care mothers have come to see themselves as a part within the

large context of day care, have more contacts with others in their field and

have an enhanced sense of their own competence.

t
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. Appendix Fti

Dissemination Activities

Ad'Hoc Coalition of Rural Day Care and Head Start Programs.
Redcliff and Vail, Colorado.

Visited and provided consultation regarding issues such as programming
for bilingual children, alternate funding sources, board of directors'
role, and'how diverse rural centers and programs might interrelate.

Participant: Hebeler

American Orthopsychiatric Annual Conference.

New York, May, 1973. Parti.cipant: Barnes.

San. Francisco, April, 1974. Participants: Barnes, Portnoy.'

Washington, March, 1975. Paper presented by Barnes at-the igork-
shop on Parents and Day Care.

Participants: Barnes, Blossom, Carpenter, Van Vlack.

Auraria Complex Project, Denver, Colorado.

Consultation for planning a chi3, care program in this educational
complex fat student parents to be usedirasa practicum setting for
students in early child development ftoM regional colleges and
universities.

Participant: ,Chapman.

Boulder Child Care Planning Group, University of Colorado.

Consultation with Mr. Bill Bixley and assistance in planning their
day care program.

Participants: Chapman, Portnoy.

Channel 6, KRMA, Denver, Colorado. ,

Series of 20 program on child development from birth to parenting.
In cooperation with the Department of Maternal and Child Health,.the
Denver Day Care Mothers' Association and other local child care groups.
(Still in the planning stage.)

Participant: Artzer.

Child Protection Team, University of Colorado Medical Center.

Exploration with Dr.-Henry Kempe and his staff of how aspects of com-
prehensive child care settings can help in the area of'the battered
child, assistance in establishing their crisis nursery, and donation
of equipment.

Participants: Barnes, Blatt, Chapman,..1°Ortnoy.

-103- ) p U
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Colorado State House Bill 1258.

Worked with Representative Chuck Howe on formu.atin'g revisions for
this bill which called for $800,000'for child care programi in
Colorado. ,Project staff also testified- before several House and
Senate committees in support of this bill.

#

Participants: Hebeler, Portnoy.

Communication Workers of America, Local Union #8412, Denver, Colorado.

Consultation and assistance in a survey on child care needs. Results
would be used in bargaining for, child care benefits under their new
contract.

Participant: Portnoy.

Coors Porcelain Company, Golden, Cdlorado.

Consultation regarding establishing a child care program for their
employees.

Participants: Hebeler, Portnoy,

Denver Day Care Mothers' Association, Denver, Colorado.

Attendance at monthly meetings, workshops and conferences; editing
and publication of their-Monthly newsletter, The Infantree.

Participants: Artzer,.Hope.

Denver Public Library, Roth Cherry Creek Branch, Denver, Colorado.

Workshop series oh "Child in theiDay Care Worla" for both parents and
caregivers. In cooperatf5n.with the Denver Public Library and the
Department of Maternal and Child Health.

.Larticipant: Artzer.

Education Commission of the States, Denver, Colorado.

Consultation regarding various factors in different settings that
might contribute to stability of children within a given setting.

Participant: Chapman.

Educational Improvement and pevelopment, Inc., Denver; - Colorado.

Worked for gpality local family home care programs.

Participant: Artzer.

Eunice Watson, Portland, Oregon.

Information sharing on Project programs and her work with the Ford
Foundation on family day care.

Participants: Artzer, Blatt, Blossom, Carpenter, Koepfer, Van Vlack.
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" ". .' 4-C Council, Denver, Coldrado.

.

-
Support

.

f I

p and participation in meetings until the coup disbanded.'
, v i

A

Parficipant: Barnes.
. ,

47-C .Council; Montgomery County, Maryland..v. . /

.
...

4 Consultation with Ms. Terry Lamb rega;.Aing child care referr
,. .-

. Partf,nt:, Van VlaCk.
a

-
__--- ,

, * _-,---: .
.Georgia Mountain Family Home Care Program, Gainesville, Georgia..

Consultation regarding family home Bare.
. ,,

.

a
.1' ,

Participant: Artier. '.

. ,

Graduate Institute of EducationWashington University, St. Louls,'MIssouri.

Telephone consultation with Dr. Barry Kaufman regarding establishing
'child care programming in their medidal center community.

.'`Participant: Van Vlack.

. .

.

:

John F. Kennedy Child-Development Cdriter's Educational Professional
Degelopment Act Training Program: .

Worked with EPDA fellows in comparing and contrastiPg phenomenon.d4-
, associated both With preschool education and/or day care.

Maternal and Child Health, Department, Denver,,Colorado.

.- iWorked toimprove c6mmullications with this licensing agency and day, -........,

care mothersi helped to organize community commuAations programs
i -. .,': between licensing representatives awl caregivers.i

Particiant: Artzer.
II?'1

-4

'Mile High United Way 'Referral Serilice, Denver, Colorado.

a 'On-going consultation throughthe entire duration of the Child Care
- project to initiate, develop and maintain a metrOpolitan-wide child

care refetral service. : .

participants: Barnes, Blatt, Carpenter', Portnoy; Van Vlack, Waly.rs.

'

"More Than Nur:ery Rhytes: Coordinating Child. Care." . R

'Twenty-siOinute, color film describing the Child Care Project and
'Nlitro making recommendation's gpr an industry's or community's involvement

irghild care. Produe-d-by Sebastian House,. Denver, Colorado.,

'Participants: Blatt, Blossom,Carpenter..
,

- National AssOciatian for Education of Young -Chirdren Conference,
..'

, I
.1, Seattle,,Whingtop,.'NONTmeber, 1973. -

Participant: Artzer.
,.

.1
/
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Parent Early.Education Conference.

Denver, Colorado, May, 1975.

Participant: Artzer.

5,

Regis College, Denver, Colorado.. `"
'....

Discussion with Women's Studies class on child care'and working Mothers.

Participants: Carpenter, Van Vlack.

Samsonite Corporation, Denver, Colorado.

Consultationwith the president of the furniture division regarding
. establishing a child care program for their employees.

,Participants: Hebel6r, Portnoy.

4

40

Sewall Rehabilitation.Center, Denver, Colorado.

Consultation regarding developing day care programming for handicapped
preschool chtl4ren"

Single Parent ResourceCenter, 'Child Care Switchboard,'San yranc-fecO,

Inforwation shared on referral services via telephone and pefsonal
visits.

-Participantsv Carpenter, Portnoy,'Van Vlack.

Society for Research in Child Development Conference.

Denver, Coloradp, April, 1975.

Participants: Blatt, Blossom, Carpenter, Hines, Van Vlack

/7
Southern Annual Conference for Children Undei Six.

Miami: Florida, April, 1975.

Participant:' Artzer.

"Spreading the Word.",

$even day care mothers in the Family ome Care Program traveled to
five Colorado towns to talk aB outthe Child Care Project. The
communities were Sterling, Pue o., Fort Collins, Durango, and Grand.

-
Junction, Colorado.
e .

Partidipants% Artze Curry,,Aall, Meyer, Ncolls,Suslack.

State Department of Social Services, Denver, Colorado.
.

Extensive contact around licensj.ng and quality child care issueq.

Participants: Artzer, Chapman, Hebeler, Portnoy.

z
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State of Colorhdo Commission on Children and Youth, Denver,'Colorado.
_r

Participation in workshops and meetings. ,

Symposium on Industry-Related Child Care, Denver, Colorado.

Project sponsored this regional symposium in May, 1975.

United -Bank of Denver, Denver, Colorado.

employee survey on child carepeVelOpment and administration of an
/needs; assistance and consultation.

Participant: Portnoy.

Zoning Appeal, Denver, Colorado.

WoQed with the Denver Day Care Mothers' Association tepass a
language amendment to the city ordinance' of Denver County to flow
day care mothers to have six instead of four day care children.

Participants': Artzer, Van Vlack, Workshop Day Care Mothers.

'

1:
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Appendix G

Publ-ications_

.

Artzer,Constance. Mothering: Can It Be A Career? Boulder, Co.:. Univ&.sity
of/ COlorado Publications Service (in press)

Chapman, Sane E. "'Comprehensive, Coordinated Child Care Ptogram for
Employee and Student Families Ift a Medical Center Cordmunity.",

Initial Grant Applicatiln, 1972-73,. Grant Number OCD-CB-248.--

Chapman, Jane B. Comprehensive,
Employee and Student Families,
Initial Grant Application Adde

Coordinated Child Care. Program for
In a Medical Center Community."
ndum, 1972-73, Grant Number OCD-CB 7248.

04,

Chapman, Jane E.' "A Comprehensive,
Employee and Student Families
Second Yeas Grant Application,
'Urbana, Ill,.: Educational Res

Chapman, Jane E. "A Comprehensive,
Employee and Student Families

. Third Year Grant Application,
Urbana, Educational Res

Coordinated Child Care Program for
In a Medical Center Commdnity."
1973-74, Grant NuMber OCD-CB-248:
ources Information Center, 1974.-

. ,

Coordinated Child are Program fol.
In a Medical Center. Community."

1974-75, Grant Numbex OCD-CB-248.
ources Information Center, 1974.

Chapman, Jane E. "A Comprehensive, Coordinated Child Care Program for
Employee and Student Families In a Medical Center Community."
Third Year Grant Application Addendum, 1974-75, Grant Mir9ber
OCD-TB-2413. Urbana, Ill.: 'Educational Resoutes Information
Center, .1974.

a*. ,

Chapman, Jane E. A Compr.enensive Coordinated Child Care System. Year I
Progress Report. Washington, D.d.: Day Care and Child Development
Council. of America, 1116., 1974.

.Chappan,Jane E. "Progress Report; University of Colbrad o'Medical Genter
Comprehensive, Coordinated Child Care PrograM for...Employee and Student
Families." 'Grant Number OCD.CB -448,November, 1972;

University of Colorado Medical Center Child Card Project. The Realities
and Fantasies'of'Industry-Relatbd Child Care. Proceedings ofthe
May, 1913 Symposium. Washington, Day Care and.ChildOevelo

f COuncil Vrf*America, Inc., 1974.
, ., ..., . .

.

Van Viack, Mary W.; Blatt, Ramon C.; and Barnes, Paul T. qirganizing for
Counseling and CoordiRation in Colorado." Child Care: %A Cotpirehensive

Guide Vol. II. 'Edited by pe Auerbach. New York: Behavioral .!

Publications (in Prqs0. . ..._

.lk.
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in cooperation with other groups;

Artzer, Constance,.ed. Happiness Is. . . Irenver, Co.; Denver Day Care
Mothers" Association, 1974. ,

"4°.
Artzer,' Constance, ed. The Infantree Newsletter. Denver, Co.: Denver Day

*Care Mothers' A sociatlion.

Blackwell, Audrey. Developing Training Support Systems for Home r.* Car-e.
Denver, Co.: Educational Professional Development Act Project 1010,
1973. \
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Name

Allen, Rosina

Artzer, Constance

Barnes, Paul

Barpcas, Ralph

endix Fr

Child Ca e Project Staff

1

'Benedik, Dolores
v..

-,...!..

Beyer,. Phillip,

Blatt, Ramon,
-

°

Blossom, Marls

Bowen Glenda

'Burke;.Shannon

$
Braggs (Grandm), °

'Naomi

Bower, Michelle

Bull, James
/

Calvert, StephaA

Caplan, Kathryn

Title*

Child Care Worker

Family Home Care
Program Director

Child. are Worlter

Teacher Aide (Work- Study)

Child Care Worker

Program Director
6/73

6/74
Systems Evaluation Director 8/72 - 6/73

,Child Care Worker 12/73 - 8/74

.Secretary 7/73 - 12/73

In-Center Program 1/73 - 9/73
Assistant Director

Head Child Care Worker 8/72 - 1/73

Project Director .9/74 - 5/75
Program Director vv. 6/74 - 9/74
Research Assistant 8/73 - 6/74

'Administrative Secretary . 11/73 - 5/75

Teacher Aide 8/73 -7 2/74

Secretary (Work- Study) 12/74 - 1/75

Child Care Center Director "9/73 - 2/7-4
In-Center Program 1/73 - 9/73
Assistant Director

Head Child Care Worker 8/72 - 1/73

Child Care Worker,:(temporary)
Child Care Worker

N

Dates of
Employment

9/72 - 6/73

8/73 - 5/75

7/74 - 8/74
9/72 - 3/74

6/74 -.8/74.

9/73 - 5/74

3/74 - 8/74

0

*Initial title is for most recent position held on the Project.

't 4
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. Name

.Carpenter, Catherine

Chapman, Jane.

Cobb, Lanza

Gonzales, Cheryl

Hebeler, Charlotte

Hines, Roxanne

Hope, Jacqueline

Kendrick, Tanya

Klein, Doris

Koepfer, Debra

Madison, Lee

McKee,,,EStelle-'

Milzer, Marci

Neuner, Herbert

Pettit, Willi4m

Portnoy, Fern

Rhodes, Cynthia

Robinson, Jeantte

S'amara, Maria

Squillari, Patricia

Title ,

Research Assistant
Secretary

ProjeCt Director

Child Care Worker

Child Care Worker

Special Sertices Coordinator
Child 'Care Center Coordinator
Family Home Care
Assistant Director

Family Home Care Coordinator

\

-
Secretary

FamilyHome Care Program
Assistant Director

Child Care Worker

Child'Care Worker

Child Care Worker

Research Assistant

Child Care Worker

Child Care Center Director

Secretary

Child Care Worker

Child Care Worker

Dissemjnation Officer
CCO Director
Child Care Program Director
Child Care renter Director

.0,

Child Care Worker
Secretary 1

Child Care Worker'

Child Care Worker

Child Care Worker.

t 1 5

Dates of
Employment

7/74 - 5/75
,7/73

6/72

6/73

8/72

3/72
6/73
1/73

2/72

12/74 5/75

. 3/74 - 1/75

7/74

- 9/74

- 7/73

- 12/72

- 10/74
- 3/74
6/73

6/72

11/73 - 3/74

3/74 - 7/74

4/74 - 5/74

7/74 - 3/75

8/72 - 12/72

3/74 - 8/74

A/74 - 10/74.

1/7

1/73 - 12/73

5/74 - 10/74
6/73 - 5/74
.1/73 -A/73
7/72 - 1/73

6/7,2 3/74
8/72 - 6/73

8/72

7/73

7/73

\

- 7/73

- 8/73

- 11/73



Name

Stephens, Christy

Symons, Noel,

Sarah

Van Vlack, Mary

Wendel, Henry

Wendel, Janice

Westfeldt, Hollace

.:Wise, Roberta

Wood, Nancy

yrightsill, Billy

-112-

Title

Child Care Worker

Child Care Worker

Child Care Worker

Research Director
Research Assistant

School-Age Program Director
Child Care Worker

Administrative Secretary

%
Child Care Worker

Secretary (temporary) '

. Secretary

Child Care Worker

Dates of
Employment

9/72 - 6/73

3/74 - 8/74

1/73 11/74

6/74
4/73

5/75

6/74

6/73 - 2/74 /

4/73 - 6/74

4/72 - 10/73

12/72 5/74

3/74 - 5/74

12/73 - 7/74-

9/72 - 5/74



Appendix I

Significant Results

The nature of this Project defies a listing, item by item, of signifi-

cant findings. Our most significant findings have been qualitative and

experiential. These we offer as the foundation for future projects. Oon;t4,

elusions from data emerging from our evaluations are sprinkled throughout

this report, along with the conclusions from our experience, in the context

from which they arose.

Each chapter concludes with .a brief summary of recommendations for

each program component and the final chapter contains a discussion of issues

which cut across all components. Pages 21-22, 32-35, 69-72, and 73-81 are

especially relevant for those seeking a list of results.
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